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National increases in
tuition cause concern
"I think the state' should be more supportive of
higher education than it is," said John Sewell,
senior 'from Louisville.
College students across the nation paid about
According to an article in USA Today, David
six percent- more than double the rate of infla- Merkowitz of the American Council on
tion - more for college ,..----------------~ Education said states
have to pay mandated
tuition this fan, the
College Board said.
costs like prisons and
flia year as a reeult of
Medicaid, which cause
Students now pay an Students saw their tl.ilion fees rise
8
them to make cut backs
average of $12,432 at ~~::~:'·Here is comparison of ~~~$'2500
four-year private colon
education.
2 sao- -.. -..--........ ..
leges, $2,860 at four-year
Some Murray State
2400 ' .
state colleges and $1,387
students think the CHE
at two-year community
2300
should find alternative
colleges for tuition and ~
ways to compensate for
the loss, other than
fe~c survey also found ~ :~~~~ . ·- - .........
charging college stuthat state four-year ~
dents.
2000
schools increased tuition
"I think it should conbecause states have con·
sider getting the funds
tinually cut funds for
1 aoo -~~m=l~'drlnmYO<l~~!ftirrOR' from other sources," said
Barry Hale, senior from
higher education since Soun:e: Student Financial Aid Office
Madisonville. Using revthe early 1990s.
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Edi~r enues collected from the
The lack of state support was one reason the Council on Higher Kentucky Lottery was one suggestion.
Education approved a 6.3 percent tuition
Despite the 5.38 percent increase, Murray
increase last November for the 1995-96 academic year at all Kentucky higher education schools.
See TUITION/SA
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Tuition Comparison

No clear answer
MSU, UK sent back to drawing board
dispute, a recommendation was
accepted that could help the
two sides reach an agreement.
Murray State President Kern
The recommendation was a
Alexander and University ·Of reje~tion of the original
Kentucky President Charles Paducah ..2-plus-2" proposal,
Wethington were forced back to which said students could earn
square one in their attempt to a four-year engineering degree
compromise in the state's engi- through courses offered by facneering education dispute ulty from Paducah Community
when the Council on Higher College and UK.
Education failed to end the disRejection of that proposal
agreement at a meeting in was looked upon as a victory for
Frankfort on Monday.
Murray supporters, who were
Though the council declined against it because they felt it
to announce a winner in the promoted a competing four-

Bv Scon

NANNEY

SENIOR STAFf WRITER

year college in Paducah.
Alexander said rejection of
the proposal solidifies MSU's
position in the region.
"In rejecting the proposed
UK-PCC 2-plus-2 engineering
school proposal, the CHE
resoundingly reaffirmed the
role of Murray State University
as the regional university of
west Kentucky," he said.
At
Monday's
meeting,
Alexander and Wethington
supported a proposal that
See ENGINEERING/SA

Danny VowelvPhoto Ed1tor

Racer cheerleader Jodi Flanagan cheers the Murray State Racers on to another victory.

Alexander envisions future, celebrates inauguration
Bv

JONATHAN OuvER

EOIIOR•IN·CHIEF

With his first words as the officially
inaugurated, ninth president of Murray
State University, Kern Alexander quickly
outlined his thoughts on the future, includ-

ing a warning to those who would threaten
to impede on the University's role as a
growing education institution.
"Our policy is to be more knowledgeable
and more diligent and more tenacious," he
said. "We will reject inwardness and be
expansive in our philosophy and actions.

"We will seek to adapt to external exogenous forces that require us to change. We
will work cooperatively with persons and
institutions who seek the betterment of the
condition of learning in Kentucky. We will
See

INAUGURATION/SA

Danny Vowei VPhoto Editor

President Kem Alexander delivers his address at Inauguration
ceremonies Saturday, Oct. 7, in Lovett Auditorium (Above).
(Left) The Racer Band prepares to perform on the steps of Pogue
Library as part of the inaugural festivities.

News
We want Yoo..•
Dr. Yushin Yoo has been selected
by South Korea to
participate in reunification discussions.
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Healthy eating

WEEK IN PREVIEW

Tired of eating at the same old place? Want to try some place
new? Why not eat at the Twin Dining Room?
Murray State's Meal Ma nagement class prepares meals each
Wed. and Fri. from Oct 18 to Dec. 1 at 11:30 a.m.
This class project will give students experience in management skills.
The meals meet the dietary guidelines for healthy eating, and
no more than 30 percent of the calories are from fat. A choice of
a traditional or light dessert will be offered.
This meal management class will serve 16 people at tables of
four each week.
The meal will cost $4.25, which includes dessert and a beverage.
For reservations call 762-3384; advance reservations are
required.

Friday, October 13
•Reception- Eva F. King's exhibition "Fields- Recent Paintings"
reception, 5-7 p.m., garden area, Curris Center.
•Cinema International - Presents ''La Ronda," 7:30p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Admission free.
•Playhouse In the Park - The Unexpected Guest, 8 p.m. For tickets call the Playhouse at 759-1 751.
•Theatre Production- "Oieanna," 8 p.m., Johnson Theatre. For
ticket information Cfll 762·4421 .

Saturday, October 14
•Breakfast - The Murray Optimist Club's Country Ham and
Breakfast, 6-9 a.m., Rudy's Restaurant (on the Court Square). For
information call Royal Gonzales at 753-8123.
~lnema International - Presents "La Ronda," 7:30p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Admission free.
•Playhouse In the Park - The Unexpected Guest, 8 p.m. For tickets call the Playhouse at 759-1751 .
•Theatre Production - "Oieanna," 8 p.m., Johnson Theatre.

Sign language class

~

Learn a new language without having to learn a new vocabulary.
'
The office of community education at Murray State is sponsoring a sign language class . an introductory course to signing.
The course will be taught by Tyra Lokey on Tuesdays and
Thursdays beginning Oct. 17 and ending Dec. 7. The class will
meet from 7-9 p.m. at the Collins Industry and Technology
Building, room 106.
There is a course registration fee of $70, which includes all
necessary materials. Lokey plans a continuation course during
the spring semester for everyone who has gone through an introductory level course of s igning.
For additional information or to register for "Sign Language,"
call the office of community education at 762-2160.

Monday, October 16
-concert- The Trenchcoats, 6 p.m., in front of Winslow Cafeteria.
For information call 762-6951 .
•Meeting - Fall Orientation Leaders. 9 p.m., Industry and
Technology Building. Anyone unable to attend, call Kathy Hillyard
at 762·2896.

Tuesday, October 17
•Recital - Philip Brown, trombone , 6:30p.m. , Farrell Recital Hall of
the Doyle Fine Arts Center. Free and open to the public.
•Senior Recital - Karen Wood, flute, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall of
the Doyle Fine Arts Center. Free and open to the public.

Logo contest
The Never Ever Too Old club needs a logo. So they a re having
a campus-wide contest to find the best logo.
The N.E.T.O. is a club for non-traditional students, 23 and
older.
The logo will be put on mugs, t-shirts and items of that sort.
"We are wanting to let people on campus know about the organization and are interested in being involved in campus activities," said Tiffany Floyd, secretary of the Never Ever Too Old
club.
Anyone may enter the contest. Everyone is encouraged to "be
creative." Entries are to be dropped off in the Comfort Zone in
Ordway Hall, and put in the box labeled Logo Contest.
All entries must have name and phone number.
The last day to enter is Nov. 20, and the prize of $50 will be
given on Dec. 5.
For more information call 762-4486.

Triple feature at Racer Arena
Country music fans . .. get ready for one of the nation's most
exciting concert tours coming to Murray State. Concert tickets
go on sale Oct. 16.
Tracy Lawrence, David Ball and Rick Trevino are scheduled to
. appear in Racer Arena, Cutchin Fieldhouse, on Nov. 12 at 7:30
p.m.
The tickets will cost $20 for reserved and $15 for general
admission. If you need to use your credit card to purchase tickets call the Student Government Association office at 762-6951.
\~
The concert is being 5ponsored by the University Center
. Board, Murray State SGA.

Wednesday, October 18

Andy Lee/Staff
ciuck Adams, graduate student from Murray, takes advan tage of the
recent warm t e mpe ratu res while stud ying for a class, on the steps of
Lovett Auditorium.

Aurora country festival
The 18th annual festival will recreate a country festival of the
1880's.

The fe!)tival will feature arts, antiques, vintage items, crafts
and collectibles begins on Friday the Oct. 13 at 10 a.m.
There will be craft demonstrations including a weaver, a
blacksmith, a chain saw artist and many more. Other demonstr ations include sorghum making, with horses working the
mill.
On Saturday at 11 a.m., the fes tival's "large parade" will tr avel through Aurora for over an hour. The parade will include,
clowns, antique cars, floats, marching bands, politicians and
horse drawn vehicles.
The festivities are for the young and the young at heart. There
will be a carnival with rides and games, including a super slide,
a ,fer ris wheel, a 150ft. bungee jump and a ride thl:ough a
haunted castle. You may purchase an arm band for $8, which
will allow you to enjoy five hours of fun .
The festivities end at 5 p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 15.
Admission to the festival is free, and there is plenty of free
parking.

Half Priced

SIEARS

Retail Dealer Store

Appliances

&

Burgers
After Game
From 5 p.m.
to Close

TV's - VCR's - Camcorders
Range - Refigerators
Washer- Dryer

SEARS

Belair Shopping Center
91 2 5. 12th St
Monday · Saturc1c1y 9

Store Hours.
t1 m · G p rn.

SunrJay 1 -

c)

Thursday, October 19
•Meeting - MSU Student Law Association meeting, 3:30p.m.,
Mississippi Room. Curris Center.
•Student Activity - Mlaugh You Loose," 7 p.m., Curris Center
Dance Lounge.
•Cinema International - Presents "Daughters of the Dust," 7 :30
p.m. Curris Center Theater. Admission free.
~oncert - The Murray State Wind Ensemble, 8 p.m. , Lovett
Auditorium.
•Meeting - Gamma Beta Phi meeting at 4:30 p.m. and 9 p.m.,
Curris Center, Barkley Room .

~

#1 & #2

A Great Place to Shop

Electronics

•International Bazaar - Murray State international students provide
artifacts for display, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., second level, Curris
Center. Admission free.
•Symposium • "Reengineering/Change Symposium and
Distinguished Lecture Luncheon." Curris Center small ballroom.
Symposium at 1:45 to 4:30 p.m ., Collins Center. For information
call 762-3391.
•Meeting - Newman House Council meeting following the 5 p.m.
dinner. The meeting will be at the Newman House.
•Meeting - College Republican meeting, 6 p.m., meet in the Curris
Center first floor.
•Seminar - Freshmen seminar: Effective Communication, 6 p.m.,
Ohio Room, Curris Center.
•Seminar - Risk Management Seminar, mandatory for new greek
members. 7 p.m., Curris Center, large ballroom.
•Exh ibition - Jeff Wilson, Baccalaureate exhibition (thru Oct. 29),
Eagle Gallery.

u r·,
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SGA reports successful blood drive

POUCE ·BEATJ

BY REBECCA Doun

October 5
2:09 a.m. There was a noise complaint near Clari( Hall. A small group

STAFF WRtnlt

was asked to quiet down.

The football field wasn't the
only place Murray State drew
blood Oct. 7.
Murray State beat the
University of Tennessee at
Martin in the annual SGAsponsored blood drive competition between the two schools.
Murray students donated 284
pints of blood while UT Martin
students donated 218 pints
during the two day drive Oct. 4
and 5.
Jennifer
Taylor,
SGA
University Affairs Senate
Chair, said 318 people tried to
give blood for MSU. but 34
were turned away for various
reasons including illness or
medication.
MSU was awarded a trophy
at the football game Oct. 7. The
· trophy travels between the two
schools based on the winner of
the annual blood drive.
The
Western
Kentucky
Regional Blood Center provided staff and equipment for Lhe
drive.
The blood drive was also the
basis of another contest
between campus organizations.
The Baptist Student Union
won the traveling trophy this
year with 22 pints donated by
its members. The BSU was also

October 6

9:58 a.m. Ann Silkman reported her 1995 Ford Escort had been
scratched while pari(ed on campus.
10:41 a.m. Dorthy Miller of Food Services reported the theft of chairs
from Hart Hall Deli.
9:55 p.m. A female student reported that she had been assaulted by
two men In the parking lot area across from Pogue Library. The matter
is under investigation.
10:36 p.m. A male student was transported to the hospital from Hart
Hall by ambulance.
October7

Andy Lee I Staff
SGA members Brantley Gilmer (left.) Bubba Rust and Jennifer Miller pose with the trophy that
Murray was awarded for collecting more bllood than the University of Tennessee at Martin.
awarded $1 for every pint
donated by the group.
Taylor said SGA was pleased
with the turnout for the blood
drive.
"We were very, very surprised," Taylor said. "We collected more blood in the first
day this year than we did in
both days last year."
Taylor estimated that the
volunteers registering people
for the blood drive had to turn
away 100 people.

"That's not including the people who walked in, saw the line
and left rather than wait,n
Taylor said.
Taylor said there was an
hour wait during most of the
blood drive. The volunteers
from th~ blood center had to
stop accepting potential donors
at 4 p.m. to finish by 5 p.m.
Taylor said donors were
given several items in appreciation of their donation. Roper's
Donut Shop donated donuts

and Papa John's Pizza donated
pizzas. Donors also received a
T-shirt and pin.
Taylor said the American
Humanics Association helped
with the blood drive by providing volunteers for registering
donors.
Taylor said the next SGAsponsored blood drive is tentatively scheduled for Feb. 6-8.
Anyone interested in helping
with the blood drive should call
the SGA office at 762-6951.

Connection to MCI On-line still has a few bugs
BY C.O. BRADLEY
RfrottUit

"No waiting, no hassles, no kidding," proclaim MCI On-line posters hanging all over
campus. However, some students have
found those claims not to be true.
Just ask John Gulick. Gulick, a freshman from Louisville, had to wait two
· weeks for his software because he owns a
MAC (PC users get their software immediately). After installing the software and
adjusting the settings, he tried to connect
to the service. The message came up "connected", and a few more messages came
across the screen.
Everything seemed to be normal, but
then it locked up. Gulick tried to connect

again, and again it locked up.
GUlick then made the first of what
turned out to many calls to the MCI help
line. After being put on hold for ten minutes, Gulick finally got through. He talked
to the help line staffer for a few minutes,
and then tried to hook up again, and for
the third time, it locked up. Two weeks
later, he still has not been able to get online.
'
Gulick said he has called the help line
close to 15 times.
"I have the number memorized," said
Gulick. ''The help staff has been more than
courteous, and has gone out of their way to
li~p~
~
•
When asked if he would keep trying to
get on-line, Gulick said yes, because, "I

really want this to work. It is a good price,
and I would really like to get on-line
Gulick is not the only MSU student having trouble with MCI's service. Dudley
Ives, freshman from LaCenter, Kentucky,
has spent two weeks trying to get on-line.
"The instructions are vague and
unclear," said Ives. "I keep thinking they
left something out. n
Ives also said he would keep trying to get
on-line.
"I am very aware that there have been
some problems upfront," said Linda Miller,
systems analyst. "I think what happened is
that the amount of response completely
overwhelmed them (MCI.) I am pleased
with how serious they have been about
help services."
I

12:03 a.m. Melissa Johnson reported a tire on her vehicle had been
punctured while it was parked behind Springer Hall.
1:00 a.m. A domestic problem was reported on the second floor of
Franklin Hall. A male and female were arguing.
1:48 a.m. There was a report of gun shots in the area of Franklin Hall.
Nothing was found.
2:40 p.m. A fight was reported in the 200 block of College Courts.
11 :04 p.m. A function at Cutchin Field caused a noise complaint.
11 :37 p.m. A function at Cutchin Field caused a noise complaint.
OctoberS
12:29 a.m. Kesha Kissinger reported a window of her vehicle broken

while pari(ed near White Hall. A CD player, radar detector and CO's
were stolen.
1 :08 a.m. A vehicle belonging to Charles Maxwell was found with a
window broken.
1 :54 a.m. A vehicle belonging to Stacey Dulaney was found with a window broken. A CD player, radar detector and CO's were stolen.
2:47 a.m. There was an auto accident near Springer Hall. No injuries
were reported.
1:05 p.m. A fight was reported on the first floor of Franklin Hall.
3:47 p.m. There was a complaint of skateboarders in the area of the
Collins Center. They almost hit pedestrians.
OctoberS
2:50 a.m. There was a report of gun shots being heard on the south

side of campus. Nothing was found .
3:49 p.m. A window was found broken In Mason Hall.
6:02 p.m. There was a water fountain leaking in Woods Hall. Some
windows were broken and there was some vandalism on the inside of
the building.
6:38 p.m. A buming odor was reported from Faculty Hall. It was coming
from the outside of the building.
11 :15 p.m. A fire alarm went off in the South Business Building.
11:32 p.m. Clari( Hall requested an ambulance for a female student
who was stung by a wasp. She was transported to Murray-Catloway
County Hospital.
October 10

11 :05 a.m. There was auto accident behind Richmond Hall. No Injuries
were reported.
3:29 p.m. There was a fire alarm in the new Fine Arts Building. Murray
Fire Department was dispatched but it was a false alarm.
Racer Patrol Escorts ·20
Motorist Assists - 9

Information for Polio& Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at

the Public Safety office.
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Congratulations

The Ultimate Homecoming

20% OFF
~-.--------------~--------------------------~------------------------------------------------.,··

GOOD LQCK RACERS
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New Dinner Buffet

Hair Studio

Served Daily 5-8 p.m.
~

Karen Feagin
Terri Walston
Mitzi Parker
Melissa Glover

Including the most popular dishes:
~"-~\~ ~i General Tso' s Chicken, Happy
CP...~~c-51·~Family, Terriyaki Chicken, & more!
ONLY

$5.99

Free delivery for any order over $15
"The best choice at the lowest price!"

Luncheon
1617 Hwy 121 Bypass
753- 3688

~uffet

12 main dishes plus appetizers
11 a.m.- 2 p.m. Daily

753-8916

$4.35

Central Shopping Center
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VIEWPOINT

IN OUR OPINION

Student suffers bout with stomach virus

'Welcome' Alumni
We would like to welcome home all MSU alumni as we celebrate Homecoming 1995.
Homecoming is a time for alumni and their
families to come home and see one another again
to remember things that were done in years
past.
This year's activities are very special to one
particular class. We congratulate the MSU class
of 1970 as they celebrate their 25th anniversary
of their graduation.
We hope that everyone has fun and conducts
themselves responsibly as some of the receptions
and parties begin during the weekend.
As this homecoming celebration comes to an
end, we hope that you take with you fond memories that this weekend will bring you, as you
participate in each of the homecoming events.

Being sick is usually not that
big of a deal, right? You feel
bad, so you go to the doctor.
The doctor
tells
you
In
what
is
My
wrong with
you and preOpinion
scribes medicine that will
cure your ailment and/or
make
you
feel normal
again.
Simple,
KRtSTY
right?
Getting sick
MClAUGHLIN
at
college is a
Guest
different
Commentator
story.
As many students have
already noticed, a stomach

virus of some kind has been
spreading on campus.
I had the privilege of encoun·
tering this mystery germ early
last week.
I woke up Sunday morning
feeling a little sick and dizzy. I
was hungry, but I did not feel
like eating anything.
As the day progressed, I
gradually began to feel better.
I was even able to drag
myself out of mY. room to go to
Wal-Mart. The tiext day I was
not so lucky.
Monday morning, I woke up
with a temperature of 101.8
degrees. I felt even worse than
I had the day before.
- After calling a friend to ask if
she would get my math assignment for me and calling my
boss, I went back to bed.

October 13, 199.5

When my roommate's mom
came in around 10 a.m. that
morning, she immediately
knew something was wrong.
When I told her that I was
sick, she and my roommate proceeded to advise me to drink
plenty of fluids, take my vitamins end get plenty of sleep.
I followed that piece of
advice, in fact, until about 2
p.m. that afternoon, when the
phone rang.
Ifl had not gotten that phone
call, I probably would not have
awakened in time to call
Health Services.
When I arrived, the receptionist asked me tQ fill out a
form listing my personal information, such as my local and
permanent addresses and my
parents' names. .I was then

given two more forms to fill out.
I was sent to the clinic area,
where a nurse examined my
questionnaires, asked me questions, looked in my ears · and
throat, and took my blood pressure and pulse.
I was then sent to an examin·
ing room, where a doctor looked
in my ears and throat again
and listened to my lungs.
He told me that a stomach
virus that was causing my
symptoms was going around.
He prescribed something for
my nausea and told me that my
illness would probably take
care of itself in a couple of days.
So, my fellow freshmen, if
you fmd yourselves feeling a little gross, you may want to
check out Health Services.
Clinic services are free.

Back to the drawing
board after CHE decision
We are pleased with the decision by the council of Higher Education to reject the proposed
four year engineering program in Paducah.
Though President Alexander will have to
return to the drawing board with plans for
another proposal.
The decision has placed the University back in
the forefront as the only region university in
Western Kentucky.
We also support the proposal that President
Alexander and UK President Charles
Wethington favored to offer more courses at PCC
through Murray's existing engineering program.
We believe the proposal given by President
Alexander would allow engineering majors the
ability to get the majority of their degree
requirements completed before having to transfer to either UK or the University of Louisville to
complete their studies.
We offer our encouragement to President
Alexander as he begins the tedious task of working on yet another proposal for the next CHE
meeting.
We also hope that the CHE looks at the benefits of utilizing the funds it would cost for accreditation of an engineering school at PCC, to
improve the existing program to better benefit
students at PCC.

111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301

Controversial

cal~ndar

To the Editor:
Kappa Alpha Fraternity and Murray
State's Panhellenic organization.
Given the recent controversy surrounding the calendar produced by the Pikes for
recruitment purposes and the September 9
article in this newspaper on the topic, I
thought it might be helpful to clarify my
concerns regarding the calendar.
I would also like to take this opportunity
to extend an invitation to the Pikes, as well
as other students, to take part in a unique
educational opportunity.
My concerns about the calendar relate to
both the content of the calendar and the
rationale used to justify it.
I believe that the content of the calendar,
young women in provocative poses, is consistent with (Thus promotes) a common
gender-role myth in our society.
This myth is that a women's value and
power lie in her beauty and sexuality.
I don't believe that this was the intended
purpose. To the contrary, the purpose

sparks experimental retreat

focused on men. Specifically, the purpose
was to attract male pledges to the fraterni·
ty. Herein lies another concern.
The recruitment strategy undertaken by
the fraternity appears to have been justi·
fied by some of our least responsible (but
widely held) principles.
(1) Sex sells anything, (2) I have the
right to do it, so I will (there are no immediate negative consequences for me), and
(3) the end justifies the means.
In other words, it achieved their desired
outcome (a large number of pledges) and
was not illegal or prohibited by fraternity
rules, so it must have been the right thing
to do.
It appears that like many of us in our
day to day pursuits, fraternity members
failed to realize the larger implications of
their behavior.
I am writing this letter to seize what I
perceive tQ be a teachable moment.
One of the most important things we can
learn is to understand the impact of our
behavior in maintaining or changing soci-

eta! norms.
I believe this is the key to dealing with
one of the most pressing moral dilemmas
facing society: how to effectively address
the changing roles of men and women in an
incre9:singly culturally diverse society.
To help members of the campus community become better informed about the
larger implications of our behavior as it
relates to the concepts of masculinity and
femininity, the Women's Center is sponsoring an experimental retreat.
I would like to invite anyone who is
interested to attend, but particularly the
members of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
and Panhellenic Council.
I hope you will join us for what promises
to be an enlightening and fun activity. For
more information about the retreat, contact the Women's Center at (502)-762-3016
or 6851.
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Do you feel that you are getting your money's worth out of your
tuition? Why?
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'Wo because I just
paid for one of the
biggest parties on
campus, the inauguration of the president.''

"No I'm not getting
my money's worth.
Too much is being
spent on extra-curricular rather than
on useful things like
renovating the
dorms or buying
new equipment for
Blackburn."

"I.have a full scholarship so of course I
feel I'm getting my
money's' worth."
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hometown. classification, title or relation to
The University. To submit a guest commentary
call 762-4468.
The
News reserves the right
to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are kept on file for
inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.
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Focus
firmative Action
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Issues
should
•
rema1n
same
Affirmative Action is one
of the most controversial
issues affecting America
today.
I'm in favor of affirmative
action and
feel that it
should be left alone. I'm
most concerned with the
minority issues because I
am a minority.
T h ose r-----.,
w h o In
oppose
My
the issue
want
to
Opinion
say that
MICHAEL
affi r m a)OHNSON
tive action
is reverse
discrimination.
My belie( is that affirmative action assist minorities
in getting treated fairly in
the work force.
With so many minorities
graduating from college and
entering the work fo rce,
white Americans are quickly becoming the minority in
corporate
business.
Therefore they believe th at
affirmative action should be
eliminated.
Correct me if I'm wrong,
white people have the
majority of t he political and
economic power.
The fact that white
Americans may soon be a
minority does not mean that
one certain group of minorities will out number or equal
the white race.
Minorities
include
African-Americans, women,
Asians, Hispanics and other
international groups.
The number of minorities
has increased but as separate groups, minorities need
affirmative action in order to
be treated equally.
Another argument against
affirmative action is the disagreement with quotas.
I agree that a minority
should be hired because he
or she is qualified for the job.
If the white person is better
qualified, then he or she
should be hired.
If the country was to do
away
with
affirmative
action, we would go. into
chaos.
I would be afraid that we
would revert back to another
civil rights movement like in
the 1960's, but this time I
feel that it would be more
violent because the level of
racism has escalated to a
new high.
White Americans would be
like crabs in a barrel. With
minorities not getting. fair
treatment without affirmative action, there would be
more jobs available for them
to fight one another over.
Instead of worrying about
who is getting a job, we a ll
should be supporting one
a nother in getting this country on it's feet.
The job market should be
competitive but at the same
time I don't think white
America should use affirmative action as the reason
some of them can't get a job.
All college students need
to get better understandings
of what affirmative action is
and what it accomplishes
before we formulate our
opinions of whether or not
this country can sur vive
with or without it.

.

An effort to bury past discrimination

Debates began in '78
Johnson administra~ion and continued statute including racial set-asides in
during the early years of Nixon's presiden- attempts to correct the effects of past racial
cy. According to Civil Rights and the discrimination.
In 1984 the courts prohibited plans
Since affirmative action decisions began Presidency by H.D. Graham, affirmative
to be debated in the 1978 case of Uniuersity action was seen as a way to protect minori- requiring the layoff of white males in order
of California u. Bakke, t he nation has ties from lingering effects of past discrimi- to offer positions to minorities and two
years later the use of quotas was reinforced
teetered back and forth as the Supreme nation.
Under the Civil Rights Act of 1964 feder- to remedy past employment discriminaCourt has struggled to decide what is and
al government required select businesses tion.
is not acceptable.
A local ordinance was struck down in
Affirmative action first appeared in the and educational institutions receiving fedWagner Act of 1935 but it was not until the eral funding to begin affirmative action 1989 after an application of the "strict
scrutiny" test. The ordinance was found to
1960's that this ambiguously defmed phase programs.
According to the Encyclopedia of the contain set-asides for minority contractors.
began integration into American life.
In 1990 the FCC policy was approved
Following the decision rendered in the American Constitution, these programs in
the
public
and
private
realm
were
designed
despite
preferences given to minorities.
1955 Brown u. Board of Education of
equal
opportunity
and
This
year,
the Supreme Court decided to
to
go
well
beyond
Topeka case came an emphasis on the
provided
preferential
employment
opporrequire
the
application of the "strict scrutiFourteenth Amendment, which guarantunities.
test
to
all
racial preferences.
ny"
tees Equal Protection of t he Laws. In this
The
establishment
of
these
programs
The
latest
dispute
of affirmative action
case The S upreme Court ruled that "sepabrought
forth
a
competition
of
claims
deals
with
the
legality
of single race scholrate but equal" facilities were inherent,
between
the
races
regarding
appointarships.
According
to
Frank
Julian, faculty
ther eby a bolishing the decision in the 1896
ments,
higher
education
and
racial
quotas.
and
associate
professor
of criminal
regent.
case of Plessy v. Ferguson, which permitIn
the
University
of
California
v
.
Bakke,
justice,
the
ruling
v.ill
make
it
difficult
for
ted segregation in schools as long as faciliAllan
Bakke,
a
white
man,
filed
suit
for
his
universities
to
offer
the
race-targeted
ties were equal.
As President Lyndon B. Johnson signed personal discrimination. Bakke claimed scholarships.
In the case of Podberesky u. University of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 into law after that the quota of the U.C.-Davis' admission
program
for
minorities,
had
twice
denied
Maryland
the Supreme Court let surnd the
the Kennedy assassination, equal opportuhim
admission
on
the
basis
of
race.
decision
of
the circuit court. Criteria set
nity became a major American emphasis.
The
U.S.
Supreme
Court
held
that
fixed
forth
by
the
circuit court states that the
Johnson emphasized the importance of
quotas
may
not
be
set
for
places
for
minoruniversity
must
prove that current remequal opportunity in his address to the
ity
applicants
if
white
applicants
are
not
nants
of
discrimination
exist on campus,
1965 graduating class of Howard
allowed
to
compete
for
those
slots.
It
also
and
the
problem
could
not
have been remeUniversity. "You do not take a person who
said
professional
schools
were
allowed
to
died
without
such
an
act.
for years has been hobbled by chains and
Affirmative action continues to be a hotly
liberate him, bring him to the starting line take race into consideration in the admission
process.
·
debated
topic across the nation. While the
and then say, 'You are free to compete with
In
1979
the
Supreme
Court
approved
University
of California has brought an
all the others,' and still justly believe that
racial
quotas
which
employer
voluntary
end
to
affirmative
action policies, Murray
you have been completely fair."
and
employees
agreed
to.
The
next
year,
State
has
recently
reaffirmed
its support of
Attempts at instituting a more de fi ned
the
Supreme
Court
approved
federal
Lhe
equal
opportunity
action.
aff'rrmative action clause, began during t he
BY AMY PONDER

ASSISTANT MANAGING EOITOII
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MSU maintains its stance
BY R EBECcA

Ooun

STAff WIIITER

While the country is looking
at Affirmative Action and
exammmg its views, the
a dministration of Murray State
University has come down
firmly in support of its policy.
"We are very proud of our
efforts at Murray State,'' said
Anazette Fields, Director of
Eq ual Opportunity. "We strive
for diversity in every area."
Murray S tate U niver sity has
officially su pported Affirmative
Action since 1976, when the
Affirmative Action Compliance
Program was passed at the
University. The policy was
designed to "guar antee freedom
from discrimination in its operation and administration of its
programs, services and employment practices."
MSU passed a resolution on
Sept. 8 reaffmning its commitment to Affirmative Action.
The Black Student Council
held a meeting Oct. 9 on
Affirmative Action. Dr. Antony
Cheeseboro, associate professor
of history,
spoke
a bout
Affirmative Action's history.
Anazette Fields, Director of
Equal Opportunity, spoke
about the policy at MSU.
Cheeseboro said there are
some misconceptions about
Affmnative Action.
"Affirmative Action requires
a reasonable effort to hire qualified black people,'' Cheeseboro
said. "The goal of Affirmative
Action is to guarantee t hat people with the qualifications are

Faculty and Student Comparison
The following graphic is a comparison of student and faculty makeup at MSU by race and gender*:

STUDENT BREAKDOWN BY RACE
Black----~ .......- - Other (1. 1%)
(5%)
NonResident
Alien
(2.1%)

White
(91.8%)

FACULTV BREAKDOWN BY RACE
Other - - - - - . . - - - - Black
(2. 1%)
(4.5%)

STUDENT BREAKDOWN BY GENDER
Female
(55%}
Male
(45%)

FACULTV BREAKDOWN BY GENDER F

I
emae
(31.9%)

Male
(68. 1%)

White
(93.4%)

Source: MSU Fact Book

"' 1994 Statistics
Chad E. Holder.Graphlcs Editor

considered and examined for
the job."
Fields
said
Affirmative
Action is an important part of
the hiring process at MSU.
"'We not only look for the best
of the best, we look for the best
of the best regardless of any
other factor," Fields said.

1

'1 he University's Affirmative
Action policy encourages diversity not only among facully and
staff, but among students as
well. MSU currently has 1128
faculty and staff, 61 of whom
are African American. The current student population is
approximately 8150, 437 of

which are African American.
Fields said this number has
been increasing recently and is
continuing to increase.
"The administration is very
supportive," Fields said.
"We don't do this just on the
basis of race," Fields said. "We
do this for everyone."

Students speak out on issues
BY SLONE H UTCHISON
A SSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Since its birth in the 1960's affirmative
action has been surrounded by controver·
sy. Not surprisingly opinions on the subject
vary widely at Murray State.
Some students support affirmative
action.
Andrea Sields, freshman from Paris,Ky.,
said s he supports affirmative action.
"Being both black and a woman I support
affirmative action, not just because I'm
black, but because I'm a woman," Sields
said. "I think it's a good thing because it

helps women and minorities get jobs and
opportunities that they couldn't otherwise
get. It's really a great thing as long as it's
not abused."
Some students believe affirmative action
can be a good thing as long as it is not
abused.
Nick
Cheesman,
senior
from
Bloomington, Ind., said he feels affirmative
action is necessary in some situations, but
it does seem to have become ineffective.
"In an ideal society it should be done
away with because race should not be an
issue," said Cheesman.
"I think affirmative action is abused,"

said Sara Adams freshman from
Lietchfield. "In the beginning it was a good
idea, but now it has outgrown its usefulness."
Douglas,
senior
from
Michele
Farmington, said she believes that while
affirmative action was started with good
intentions, it. has served it's purpose.
"I think affirmative action is a good idea
in certain situations, but it shouldn't get to
the point that someone is hired because of
their race or sex," said Chad Denton,
sophomore from Henderson. "People
should be hired based solely on their qualifications."

System
could
use
• •
reVISIOn
There needs to be a law
against any system, whetlier
political or social, that bases
an individual's rights on the
color of their skin.
Any organization whose
primary motives are to promote their particular culture
has
good
intentions.
Unfortunately, many groups

h a v e
r esorte d
In
to behavMy
ior which
demotes
Opinion
races outside
of ANDREW
their own.
CARLSEN
I feel that
any situation of this nature is a
strong reflection of today's
society and its 'quick fix'
mentality.
I a lso firmly believe that
groups who, in order to
advance their own race, discriminate against opposing
cultures a rc just as racist as
the oppressive ideas against
which they ar e fighting.
You cannot end racism by
implementing the same
hatred and ignorance to
those outside your race.
In 1992, with the election
of Bill Clinton, many .
promises
were
made.
Promises to every man,
woman, and child that
racism would not be tolerated. Since his induction to
Office, Mr. Clinton has realized that the promises he
pledged may not be kept. In
order to help keep these
promises Clinton has looked
to affirmative action, a system initiated in the 1960's,
which assures the American
public that racism in the
work place will soon end.
Sounds great doesn't it?
Unfortunately, this pro- •
gram is too good to be true.
In order to help end this discrimination the U.S. has
issued a series of quotas
directed at American business. These are not quotas
on the production of television sets or Ford Broncos,
but rather on the race of
their employees.
Thil~ system states that a
specific percentage of a large
corporations
employees
must be of a particular ethnic background and sex.
In order for these companies to meet fede ral regulations they are faced with the
possibility of turning away a
highly qualified applicant
and accepting the less qualified minority. Wher e is the
justice in this way of doing
business?
The hiring process should
take in account every aspect
of the applicant's ability.
Whether a person is Mrican
American, Caucasian, or
Hispanic has no bearing on
that employee's ability to
fulfil l his or her task.
This method of business
bases an individual's rights
on the color of their skin.
This narrow-minded view is.
racism, and worst of all its
practice is forced by the U.S.
government. A fact that
prevents many from ques·
tioning its legitimacy.
I am firmly in favor of ending racism in this country,
but not by blindly discriminating against the 'oppressive' race, all the while
thinking it will somehow
end the belief it practices.

j6A
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Propose.d sale of Lake Barkley makes waves
Committee.
Clearly,
the
Committee
stepped
Resources
MANAGING EDITOR
over the line, exceeded its jurisIf 19 Congressmen get their diction."
The
House
Budget
way, Lake Barkley may soon be
Committee
must
now
decide
privately owned.
which
of
the
two
proposals
to
Recently, the U.S. House of
include
in
the
Budget
Representatives'
Natural
Bill,
the
Resources committee voted 19- Reconciliation
Resources
Committee's
propos17 to sell the Southeastern
Power Administration, along al or the Transpor tation
with 22 s eparate dams and Committee's proposal.
"They (the Transportation
reservoirs, including Lake
Committee)
voted to expressly
Barkley and Lake Cumberland.
prohibit
the
sale of any corps
A similar measure was
projects,"
Whitfield
said.
defeated in the Commerce
he
did not
Whitfi.
e
ld
said
Committee, the Transportation
think
selling
the
dams
and
Committee, and in the U. S.
reservoirs
would
be
a
good
idea.
Senate.
"It is pot the Resources com- He said the dams that hold
rnittee'ti jurisdiction," said First Lake Barkley and Lake
District Representative Ed Cumberland were built for
Whitfield, in a recorded state- flood control, and to improve
ment. "Those lakes and dams navigation. To sell them into
are owned and operated by the private ownership could ."... be
Army Corps of Engineers, and disastrous to the area,"
that falls under the jurisdiction Whitfield said.
Whitfield said he had talked
of
the
Transportation
BY TOM KIMMEL

,

E

w
Land Between the Lakes

to t he Chairman of the Budget legislation, and I'm confident
Committee and urged him to we will prevail."
The proposed sale has
accept the proposal from the
Tr anspor tation Committee - ·sparked a political controversy.
and that he was confident the The Kentucky Democratic
sale would not go through.
· Party is using the issue to
"We will not allow the sale of launch an advertising camLake Barkley a nd Lake paign.
Cumberland," Whitfield said.
In a press r elease entitled
Alert,"
Kentu cky
"That was not the intent of the "Lake

Democratic P arty ch airman and provides more r ecreational
Terry McBrayer spoke out and outdoor activities than our
against the sale.
fabulous lakes."
"Every Kent uckian s hould be
However, in an interview
concerned by this preposterous with The Courier-Journal,
Republican plan to sell some of Republican candidate for gover~
our most precious nat ur al nor, Larry Forgy, said h e h ad
resources to private investors," been assured by House Speaker
McBrayer said. "There is noth- Newt Gingrich that the lakes
ing that produces more pride would not be sold.

Vet center gets cool grant 'Shield' technology improves
~

on average, half of what it was before the renovations.
Schroeder said the annual budget for the center
is $2.3 million.
The Breathitt Veterinary Center recently comThe
Breathitt Veterinary Center became a
pleted extensive renovations on its heating and
part
of
the University in 1978 by executive order
air conditioning system to lower utility costs.
of governor J ulian Carroll.
The -.roject at
the
Hopkinsville center cost
Wade Kadel, director of the center, said the center has four mis$132,000, half of which is "
We are the first
now being refunded to the
sions: diagnostics, research ,
department of facilities manUniversity in Kentucky instruction, and field service.
agement at Murray State
"Most of our activities and fundto get one of these
University by a grant from
ing
are directed toward diagnosgrants.
· the U.S. Department of
tics," Kadel s8id.
Energy. Kentucky Natural
Kadel said the center is distinResources
and
guished in its history.
Environmental Protection
Owen Schroeder
"This is the first center to be
· Cabinet.
fully
accredited," Kadel said. "We
Owen Schroeder, assistant
are
innovators
in
modem
DNA technology and
· director of the center, said the grant and funds
methods."
· from the University were used to improve ventiKadel said there are 22 animal health technollation and decrease the center's energy exp~ns
ogy students at the center this year. There are
es.
"We renovated the air conditioning and heat- currently 52 staff members.
ing system to make it more efficient and cost
The center hosts field trips by school groups as
effective," Schroeder said. "We are the ftrst uni- well as a formal education program. The center
versity in Kentucky to get one of these grants."
actively participates in the AHT program at
Schroeder said the monthly electric bill is now, MSU as a research and instructional facility.
BY REJKCA Doun
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The Shield staff is using new technology to
enhance the 1996 yearbook.
Dr. Robert McGaughey, chairman of the
department of journalism and mass communication, said this years pages are being delivered camera-ready to Jostens for the first time.
McGaughey said doing th e layout process on
campus will enable the staff to view the finished product immediately.
In past years, page-designs and copy were
sent to the plant, where typesetting and page
make-up were completed. Proofs were then
sent back to the staff to be r eviewed.
~e new process will meat\ more work and
responsibility for student .staff, but it will cause
s taff to avoid problems we've had in the past in
corrections and layout" said Mien White, coadviser.
Computers used since 1983 were replaced
with two Macintosh computers with laser
printers th is year.
McGaughey said the staff is using Quark
Express because that is the design pacl.qlge

}JA'LUNE'S !JOtQJf£Y
SA}JDW9f3HES <k yogUN'L
\

Two days of camping in the
M.S.U. Quad.
Big name bands both nights.

Everyone Welcome!
Must bring can goods.

being taught in layout-design claaeee at
Murray State.
Rene Pulliam, senior from Clinton Corner,
N.Y., is serving the Sbielcl aa Editol"'in~ef
this year. Pulliam said the new computera will
help the students in more than jWJt a better
production of the yearbook..
"This program Will help ~ pine into
print journalism or public relationat PUlliam
said. "My major ia public relations, but rm get..
ting interested in deaktop (publtshinl)."
In addition to the benefits or the new production' process, Pulliam also spo)te of the challenges the staff haa encountered.
"It's been a big job to put what we've done in
the past with the new technology," abe said.
Pulliam remains o~tic, "We're ping to
get faster now that we've had our ftrat .naJor
deadline," she said.
The enthusiasm of the staft'towarda the 1996
issue was also shared by students aa over 600
freshmen baa their picture made during re~~
.tration. Pulliam aaid this il more thaD twiee
the number they have had in past.' years.
The Shield, which ia a spring delivery book,
covers the year from February to February.
Students can purchase the $25 book in April.

$5.00 Minimum Order
MSU Students 10% off sandwiches,~, salads[& soups
NO DISCOUNTS ON DAILY '>PECIA S
Open Monday- Saturday 11:00 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Mondays Faculty & Staff 10% Discount
Dixieland Shopping Center
1304 B Chestnut Street
753 . 0575

(Not ?ust good Jood t]ut t1 Way Of !ife)

SANDWICHES

(Se!ved on Homebaked White or Whole Wheat Pita)
(Whole Whel!lt Crosslants .35¢ Eldnl)
(Whole Wheat Syrion Pita Bread .35¢ Eldnl)
All Sandwk:hes Served With Your Chok:e of POtato Chips & Pickle, Tortilla Chips & Pickle or Fresh Fruit
ALL OUR SANDWICHES & SALADS ARE PREPARED FRESH WHILE YOU WAIT. PLEASE ALLOW
PLENTY OF' TIME FOR YOUR ORDER.
TUNA SALAD ... .. .. .. .. ............ ............ ... . . , ....... ..................... ........ ..... ... ....... ..... ........ ................3 .79
Tongol Tune Packed In Spring Water, B lended with Low Fat Mayonnaise, Relleh and Cel ery Topped w ith
Lettuce, Tomato and Alfa lfa Sprou ts.
CHICKEN SALAD....................... ..........
. ............ ..... .................... ... ............... .. ........... ............. .. ,3 .79
Freshly Pregared Chicken, Blended with Low Fat Mayonnaise, Relish end Celery Topped with Lettuce,

6RTtf~~'CH~c!:'~~
sGR~~T...........................................................................................................3.89
Grilled Chicken Breast on Bun. Topped with Lettuce, Tomato, Pickles, Low Fat M ayonnaise, and A l falfa
~~lcu~N

MELT..... .... ....... ... . ........... ............ .... ..... .. ... .. ........ ... ....... .. ............ ..... .. ..... ......... ............... 3 .99
Grilled Chicken Bre~st. Swiss. Monterey J eck and Cheddar Cheese. Salsa. Lettuce, Tomato and

. .

~~~~~~~tz~~ ~~~~ ~.~.~~et.

· ... . .. .. . ..... .. .. .. . . . . .............. .............. .... ............. .... . .. .. ....... . .. .. ... ... .3. 99
Sliced Turkey on Croissant with Sglnach, Cucumbers, Carrots, Tomato, Alfalfa Spr outs, Swiss Cheese,

~u'R~~~trp>R'~~~..~~~.~~.~~~~- ...~.~ ~~.~.~~:..................................................................................... 3 .69

Sliced Turkey, Cream Cheese, Sunflower Seeds and Alfalfa Sprouts.
TURKEY... . .. ... ............... . ..... ... ....... 3.49 w/Swlss Cheese..... .................. ........ ................... ... ........3.69

~t'Re~~~r~Voc~~be~u~~~Ifrr..~~~.'.:.:~~~. .~~.~.~.~~~~~.'..~~:-':'..:.~~.:.:~.~.~.~~~~~.~..~~~.~.~.~~~~~.?.~~~~.1.~~:...3 .99
~~d&T~~~~s'E.~~.~~~.' ~~~~~: .'::'~~.~..':"~~~~~·..~~.~~.~~....~~~~~~~ ~~~~u~. .~.~.~..~:-':'..:.~~ .:.:~.~.~.~.~~~~~.'....3 .89
1

Ham and Swiss Cheese with Lettuce, Tomato, Alfalfa Sprouts. Low Fat Mayonn aise and Special

~~s~~i..T

Oct. 20 &21

........... ........................... ....... ............. . .... ...................... .................. ................................ 3 .99
Ham, Swiss, Monterey Jack and Cheddar Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato. Alfalfa Sprouts and Low F at
Mayonnaise Melted In a Pita Pocket
THE GARDENBURGERR/ GARDEN MEXITM I GARDEN VEGGIETM................ ........... ....... .............3 .59
Meatl ess Patty Made of All Natural Ingredients (No Soy Products) Grilled and Topped w ith Lettu ce,
Tomato, Pickles, Onion. Alfalfa Sprouts end Mustard.
BOCA BURGER..... .........................
.. ..... . ....
........... .. ......... .
. .. ....... ...... ....................3 .59
Fat Free Meatless Patty 100% Vegetarian (Contains No Wheat, Gluten . Eggs, Dairy. MSG, HVP,
Autolyzed Yeast. or Preservatives). Topped with Lettuce, Tomato, Pickles. Onions, Alfalfa Sprouts and
Mustal"d.
VEGGIELAND................................ 2 .69 w / Havartl Cheese....... .. ... ................... ... ....... ....................3 .29
Carrots, Cuc:umbers,Yellow Squash. Tomatoes, Lettuce, Alfalfa Sprouts, Low F'at Mayonnaise and

~~~cb~kDM~~f.~:......................................................................................... ,....................................3 .59

Carrots, Cucumbers, Yellow Squash, Onion, S w iss, Monterey Jack and Cheddar Cheese, Lettuce,
Tomato, Alfalfa Sprouts end Low Fat Mayonnaise Melted In a Pita Pocket.
PITA BURRITA ................... .................................................. ................................................... ..........3 .99
Pita Stuffed with H omeade Vegetarian Chill and Topped with Tomatoes, Alfalfa Sprouts and Cheddar
Cheese.
Grilled Cheese .. .... ... ... . .............................................. , .............. ........................... ................ ............. 2.39
American or Swiss Cheese with Low Fat Mayonnaise.
CHEESY VEGETABLE GRILL.. .. ....... ..... , ... .. . ... .. ... .................. .. .. .. ............................ ..... . ........ ...... .... 3.59
American Cheese. Onion, Tomato, G reen Pepperj pJlon Mustard and A lfal fa Sprouts.
PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY OR PEANUT BU
R AND BANANA ......... ........ .. .. ..... ................. 2 .39
Peanut Butter and Your Choice of Either Bananas. Grape or Strawberry Preserves.

SALADS

HARVEST SALAD .............................................. .. , ...................: ................. ... ..... ......... ............ ....... 2 .99
Lettuce, Tomato, Cucumber. Green Pepper. Yellow Squash. Carrots, Cheese. Alfa lfa Sprouts and
Homebaked Croutons with Your Choice of Dressing.
GRILLED CHICKEN SALAD ......... .. ... ... ...... . , ... ... ... .... .......... ~ ............ ..................... ...... .................... .3 .99
Harvest Salad with Grilled Chicken Added .
SPINACH..... . .... ........ .. . ......... . . ..
.. ......... ... .... ... ... ..................................................................... 2 .99
Spinach . To mato. Yellow Squash, Onion , Alfalfa Sprouts, Cheese and Homebaked Croutons w ith Your
Choice of Dressings.
MIXED FRUIT................ ................ .............................................. ............... .... ....................... ........ ... 3 .99
Apples, Pmeapple, Mandarin Oranges, and Other Seasonal Fruit on Lettuce Served with Cheese, Yogurt

~/fGWA~~~~nCHILI
SALAD ................... . .. .. ........................................... .. .......... .~ .................. .....3 .99
Homeade Vegetarian Chill Topped with Tometoes, Alfa lfa Sprouts, Cheddar Cheese. Served on Lettuce

Begins Friday at 9 p.m.
lasts til Sunday

and Tortilla Chips.
TUNA..................... .................................. . .. .. ... .. ...... .. , ..., ............ ..................... .............. ......... ...... 3 .99
Tongol Tuna Served o n a Bed of Lettuce with Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Alfalfa Sprouts, Homebaked
Crouto ns, C r ec kers and Your Choice o f Dressing.
CHICKEN ... ............................................................................................... .............. ................ .. .......3 .99
Scoop of Chicken Salad on a Bed of Lettuce with Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Alfalfa Sprouts, Homebaked
Croutons and Your Choice of Dresslng.

SIDE ORDERS.

SOUP........... , ............................................................................ ................... .... Cup 1.59
Delicious "Soup of the Day"
CHILI .............................................................................................................. ... .Cup 1.69

Bowl 1.89
B owl 1.99

~~~i~d~:~~csaa'Ao~l2J~.~~~~.~~~~.~.~~~~.:.~~.~~~~~~~~-·~ ·~~.~~.~~~~:..::~~~~~.~~-~..:~~~~.~.~ .:~~~.~~:6o¢

Creem Cheese ............................................. ..................... ................................................. .. 50¢
HOMEBAKED COOKIES........... ......... .................. .. .. ... .................... ... ....... ......... .. ..................... .. .... . 50¢
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Reaching out across the 38th ·p arallel
MSU professor, author participates in Korean reunification discussions
8Y )ACOB B URGESS
STAFF WRITER
The South Korean government
has chosen a Murray State professor to help reunify both
halves
of
Korea.
Dr. Yushin
Yoo, professor
and coordinator for the
English
Language
Institute,
is
YOO
part of the
Presidential Commission on
Democratic and
Peaceful
Unification for the South
Korean government, which is
trying to rejoin the two
nations.
Dr. Yoo went to South Korea

during September with 25
other delegates from the
United States, and 50 from
around the world.
The commission talked to 40
defectors from North Korea.
The defectors mainly discussed
the hardship during the ceonomic depression. The commission briefed Dr. Yoo, and the
others, on present conditions in
North Korea, and met with key
members of the cabinet. The
commission also toured industrial sites.
The task of the commission is
to establish a government policy on unification, examine possibilities of unification, and
inspire the people to unify.
"Combining the two <North
and South Korea) would make
it able to compete with other

reason for trying to unify
Korea: the family.
World War II ended in 1945;
''
I feel this commission ·wi/1
the United States and the
U.S.S.R. divided Korea into
be able to establish
north and south along the 38
parallel. The separation caused
sound unification
many families to be cut apart
for the last fifty years.
The presidential commission
policies
''
chose Yoo to aid in the reunifiYushin Yoo cation, because of the seven
books he has written on Korea.
The best selling book was
Asian countries," Yoo said on around $10,000 this year. The Korea the Beautiful: Treasures
the reason for unification.
Korean economy is already the of the Hermit Kingdom. The
Both halves of Korea have an 11th largest in the world, and if book was written for the 1988
important resource that the it continues to grow at the cur- Olympics in Seoul, South
other needs. The north has the rent rate, it will rise to around Korea, and sold over 40,000
natural resources nnd industry. • $20,000 by the beginning of the copies in the United States.
The south is for the most part 21st century," Yoo said on Yoo's latest book in 1993 was
agriculture.
Korean economic growth.
Making of Modern Korea.
"Per capita income will reach
Yoo gave another important
Yoo also writes newspaper

some

articles for papers in South
Korea.
South Korean President Kim
personally told Yoo at a dinner
in Chicago that he had been
appointed to the commission.
The commission is hoping to
have formal relations with
North Korea by the end of this
year.
North Korea is showing interest in trying to unify. The government is sending Yoo newspapers and government litera- .
ture on a daily basis.
"l feel certain this commission will be able to establish
some sound unification policies," Yoo said on the hopes of
the commission.

Three alumni receive Golden Horseshoe award ·
•

STAFF REPORT

Three Murray State University alum·
ni were presented with the Golden
Horseshoe Award during P resident
Kern Alexander's inauguration cere. monies on Saturday.
The award was established by the
Murray State University Alumni
Association and the Student Alumni
Association in 1986. Recipients are
dedicated alumni who have contributed to the excellence of Murray
State University through volunteer
service.
Nominees for this prestigious award
are chosen by the MSU Alumni
Association and the recipients are
selected by the association's awards
committee. Award recipients a re presented with framed certificates and
specially designed Golden Horseshoe
lapel pins.
This year's recipients are Charles
Leroy Eldridge, J . Marshall Gage and
Virginia Str~hecker.
Eldridge received a bachelor's
1
degree in agriculture in 1951. After

five years and has devot- as volunteer chair of the campaign to
ed considerable time to raise funds to resurface the track at
the Regional Special Stewart Stadium.
Events Center which is
Gage and his wife, the former Sonja
currently under con- Cinnamon, serve as co-presidents of
struction.
the Indiana alumni chapter.
Strohecker served on the Murray
Gage graduated from
Murray in 1960 with a State board of regents from 1984 to
bachelor's degree in 1995.
physical education.
She lives in Horse Cave and is a lifeGage resides in time member of the MSU Alumni
Indianapolis, Ind., and Association.
is the owner and presiStrohecker has been involved in poldent of B. B. Kirkbridge itics for much of her life. She served
Bible Co., which pub- as a secretary in the state attorney
lishes the Thompson general's office and to the Kentucky
Chain Reference Bible.
House of Representatives. She also
Gage has served on served as appointment secretary to
Sherry McClain I MSU News Bureau the MSU Foundation her brother, Governor Louie B. Nunn,
Roge r Pe rry, p resident of t he HSU AJumni Association, (le ft) poses with the 1995 Golde n board of trustees since and as secretary to the caucus chairHorseshoe Award recipients, (left to right) VIrginia Nunn St rohecke r, J. Marshall Gage and 1986 and is currently on man for the Republican leadership in
Charles Le roy Eldridge.
the finance and develop- the Kentucky senate from 1984 to
ment committees. He 1994.
graduating, he taught at the Murray of admissions. Since his retirement he
Strohecker used her political knowlTraining School. He was named has continued to serve the University was on the varsity track team and was
Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus in by remaining an avid supporter of inducted into the Athletic Hall of edge to help secure funding for the
Fame in 1965 as a charter member.
_Martha Layne Collins - Center for
1977.
' Racer athletic programs.
L
Gage established the Marsh'all Gage Industry and Technology 'and Lhe
Eldridge retired from
the
Eldridge was an academic adviser
University in 1984 as assistant dean for the basketball team for more than Track Scholarship in 1986 and served ~gional Special Events Center.
<':
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International Business
Seminars Campus
Coordinator: Dr. Gary
Brockway 409
Business;
762·6202

of Murray

GOOD LUCK RACERS
Welcome Grads & Parents

Homecoming
Weekend Special

Cooperative Center for
Study in Britain (CCSB)
Campus Coordinator
Celia Wall
228C Wilson; 762·3171

except Easy Spirit,
Naturalizer. &
Elizabeth Arden

Center for International Programs Study
Abroad Coordinator linda Bartnik
Nash House, 303 N 16th; 762·4152

Located on Court Square 110 S. 5th St.
753-6258
Monday - Thursday 9 a .m . - 5 :30 p.m.
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Kentucky Institute for
International Studies (KIIS)
Dr. David Earnest, Carol Doyle
311 Faculty Hall; 762·3091

EXPERIENCE

Progr~Features

BRITAIN
through

*airfare to London
• bed & breakfast
• meal vouchers
• raU pus & local
transportation
• special tours
• tuition scholarships

CCSB & MSU

Summer
5 - 8:30 p.m. Friday
9 a.m. · 5 p.m. Saturday
l · 5 p.m. Sunday

~

ftn
l~

20°/o off all
regular priced
items

.,..,..,

1996

Cooperative Center for
Study in Britain

If you would like to earn
three (or six) credit hours
while having an experience of
a lifetime, contact a CCSB
campus representative todayl

For more information call:
Ms. Celia Wall 762 · 3171
228 o WUson Hall
Ms. Linda Bartnik 762 ·· 4162
Center for
Internat1onal Programs
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TUITION
Continued from Page 1

State's tuition is still ranked one-third
lower than the national average and is
competitive with the costs of other
Kentucky four-year colleges.
However, since 1986, the annual

tuition for full-time students at
Murray State has more than doubled
from $854 to $1960.
"Every year we've been here, tuition
has increased, "said Renee Sewell,
senior from Lquisville. "Which in turn,
has made it harder for me and my
husband to make ends meet."
Some argue that the increased fees

Alexander eshmated as a cost
of no less than $10 million a
year.
Continued from Page 1
Alexander's proposal would
would offer more courses in off~r students three-and-a-half
Paducah through Murray's years of classes in Paducah.
existing program.
Students would then transfer
But even with support of the
to
either UK or the University
proposal, yet another unreof
Louisville
to finish a degree
solved issue was revealed to the
in
either
chemical
or mechanicouncil.
cal engineering.
The unresolved issue cen"Murray State will continue
tered around the cost of accreditation for and engineering to serve the entire region and
school in Paducah, which will create new and necessary

ENGINEERING

INAUGURATION
Continued from Page 1

serve west Kentucky with alacrity and vigor.
"Yet, we will jealously guard our institutional
prerogatives and will readily defend against
incursions that would diminish higher learning
in Kentucky or our role in that process. We will
not sit idly by and allow others to shape our destiny. We will work to set the socially and economically
desirab l e

will deter enrollment growth.
However, aggressive recruiting efforts
led to a 13 percent increase of freshmen at the University this year.
Because the CHE decision influences all Kentucky colleges, Kathy
Hi1lyard, administrative counselor in
school relations, said she thinks the
increases will not seriously effect

about the lorig term effects of fee
increases.
"If these increases cont~ue,
Kentucky four-year institutions will
have a decline in enrollment because
students will find·cheaper college fees
in schools out-of-state that offer the
same academic progr"'ms," said Krista
Decker, senior from Nonnal, Til.

Murray State's enrollment in the near
future.
Hillyard said some students may
decide to go to a community college for
their first two years and then transfer.
But whether students do or not, she
said, the University will continue its
aggressive recruiting campaigns.
Some students are also concerned

programs to meet any and all
Treasure House of Gifts
higher education needs in
Paducah," Alexander said. "The
motion of the CHE places MSU
6.. I South Highway
W e Ship UPS and
squarely in the leadership posiSouthside Manor
are a Postal
tion in developing any upper
Shopping Center
Contract Station
division higher education proFrom
grams in west Kentucky leading to a bachelor's degree."
Call Us at 753-6798
With a month to work out a
recommendation, a new proposal from Alexander and
Wethington is expected at the •••!!!11!!!11!!!11!!!11!!!11~1!!!11-~~1!111!1111!~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~~~~~--·
CHE's next meeting, scheduled
I E
E • ' E
0 '
I t E •
I
T • AI I I I G
0 • p
for Nov. 13.

Have a
great
omecoming!
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News
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Education Executive D1rector Gary Cox srud,
"The Council on Higher Education knows
Murray State University as a strong institution.
The council and I wish you the very best in leading this institution forward."
On behalf of Murray State's Alumni, Roger
Perry, president of the Alumni Association, said,
"As the president of the Alumni Association I am
here to extend the warmest salutations to you
from Murray State's 40,000 alumni. We are
pleased to find our beloved alma matter has
passed into
your hands."

agenda for: the
' '
educational
We value the students'
Alexander
future of our
was also honexpression
the close
youth,"
ored with the
Alexander constudent/faculty relationship,
presence of
tinued.
key
note ·
"'We will look
which is the strength MSU.
speaker John
upon adversity
Mack Carter,
with
relish,
president of
knowing that
Hearst
Faculty Senate Magazines.
it will be for
u.s, an opportuExc1tement and advent'ire is the
and helps you take on the challenges of
Carter,
nity to whet
course description, and Almy ROTC is
command
who was born
and sharpen
the name. lt's the one college elective -~There's no obligation untll your
in
Murray,
Junior year, so there's no reason not to
that bu1lds your self-confidence,
our senses, and to advance our institution. We
develops your leadership potential
try 11 out nght now.
will enjoy the challenges. Murray State said he was deeply honored to be asked to speak
and
gave
credit
to
what
he
learned
here
for
his
University, in the future as in the past, will be in
success later in life.
the arena."
"I have tested my education on this campus
During the inauguration ceremonies, which
against
the best the ivy leagues and the world
included several noted dignitaries from around
have
to
offer," he said. "And I have never once
the state, Alexander was showered with praise
TIE SMIITEST COllEGE COURSE YOU CD TilE.
felt
less
than adequately prepared."
for the works he has accomplished since being
hired as the University's president and distin·
Relating his journey through life, Carter
For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or call
guished professor in July 1994.
added, •y got to New York in the end, and it was
762-4123
In a short speech noting Murray State as a what I learned here that kept me from getting . .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
growing university, Council on Higher lost there."
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BEUEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.

ARMY ROTC

RACER SPECIAL
Large One Topping
9
+; 8X

$5

... -------.,

Ir--------~
One Large
II
Two Small
I
with
the
"W'orks"
·
Cheese
Pizzas
1
11
1
I
I I
.I
I
$995
I I
$698
I
+TU
II
+TU
I
I
I
I I
I
Add1Hona1 toppll'lgS 95c each I I Addillmal topptngs 70c tach I
Not Y3lld wtth any othrr coupon
I Not valid wtth any other coupon

Hwy. 641 N.
753-9257

I 0% OFF WITH TICKET
STUBS
FROMTHE MSU

._
_______
I

..... _______ ..

Valid ariJy at patUcspaUng stort3 I I val!d only at part!dpatlng stores I

r--------~--------.,
FREE 1
1I
1 One Sm~
I Two Toppmgs 1 1 Order or Cheeaeltiw 1
I
I I wtu. Ally we• rwo toppl~~~S I

:

$.5 ~u

::

$9~STu :

_________ .. _______ ..

I Addltional toppings 70c each II II
I.,.Not valid with any other roupon

I

AddJUonal toppLngS 95c each I
Not v-.ilid with any other C011pon
I Valld onlv at DaiUdoaUn~ •wres I I Va!Jd only at partiCipating stCiftS I

HOMECOMING
GAME

...........ape.1:1...D. au YJ...........
Monday - Thursday
Friday and Saturday
Sunday

6 a.m . - 11 p.m.
6 - 1 a.m.

6 a.m . - 11 p.m.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Good Luck Racers!
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Ho~ecoming

Section B

'95

0

Organizations prepare 'As Time
Goes By' for alu~ni activities
STAFF REPORT

The following is a list of activities scheduled for the Murray State Univerity
Homecoming 1995.

To~ay

Curris Center ballroom. Guest speaker
will be Dr. Constantine Curris. former
University president. Call 762-4181 for
more information.
7 p.m., Nursing Alumni Banquet.

8 a.m. to sunset, Homecoming Golf
Tournament.

Miller Golf Course. Tee-off times from 8
a.m. to 10 a.m. Call the golf course at 7622238 for reservations and information
9 a.m., Homecoming Tennis Tour··
nament.
Purcell Tennis Courts. Categor ies
include men's class A singles and doubles,
class B singles and doubles, and age 5'0 and
over singles. A minimum contribution of
$20 benefits the MSU tennis team. Call
762-6813 for reservations.
o

4 p.m. to 6 p.m.t African-American
Alumni Reunion Registration.

Murray Holiday Inn. For reunion information and reservations, call 762-3437.
5 p.m., 13th Annual "Run for the
Racers" 5 kilometer road run.

Race begins in front of Carr Health
Building. For more information call 7626791.
•1

6:45 p .m., 14th Annual College of
Bu s iness
and
Public
Affairs
Homecoming Banquet.

6 p.m., Department of Family an d
Consumer Studies Alumni Banquet.

Curris Center Commonwealth Room.
Cost of $12 per person. For more information, call 762-3387.
6 to 9 p.m. Alpha Delta Pi Alumni

Reception.

1313 Main Street. All ADPi alumni are
welcome to visit the bouse. Call 753-8951
for more information.
6 to 8 p.m., Alpha Gamm a Delta
Reception.
·

Curris Center dance lounge. For more
information call 762-6951.
6:30 p.m., 33rd Annual Agriculture
Alumni Banquet.

Curris Center small ballroom. For reservations, call 762-6927.

Curris Center Mississippi Room. Cost is
$12 per person. To make a reservation, call
762-2193.

Saturday
8 a.m.t "M" Club breakfast and meeting .

Carris Center Small ballroom. Cost is $5
and reservations are required. Call 7626184 for more information.
8 to 9:80 a.m., College of Education
Breakfast.
Murray Middle School., Cost is $5 for
adults and $2.50 for children under.13. For
more information call 762-3817.

8 a .m ., Class of 1970 Breakfast
Recep tio n.
Curris Center. For reunion information
or reservations, call 762-3437.
9:30 a.m., Homecoming Parade.

11 a.m., Class of 1970 Reu nion.

Alumni Association tent at Tent City.
11 a.m., 1955·56 Athletic Teams
Reunion.

The athletics tent at Tent City. Coaches,
managers, trainers, and cheerleaders are
invited. Call 762-3437.
11 a .m., Journalism and Mass
Communications alumni Reception.
All alumni are invited to attend. For
more information, call 762-2387.
11 a.m., 3rd Annual Occupational
Safety and Health Alumni Recep tion.

Adjacent to the College of Industry and
Technology tent at Tent City. Call Call
762-2488.
1:30 p.m.,_Homecoming pre-game festivities and crowning of 1995
Homecoming queen.

Roy Stewart Stadium.
2:30 p.m., Homecoming Gam e.
Murray State vs. Mor ehead State.

Tickets are $12 for reserved chair seats,
$10 for reserved bleacher seats, $8 for general admission, and $4 for children (general admission only). For more information,
call 762-4895.
Post-game,

Alpha

Omicron

Pi

Features Grand Marshal Bennie Purcell
and the MSU Racer Band. The parade
b~gins downtown and will end at 15th and
Main streets.
10 a.JD., Baseball Old Timers Game.
Reagan Field. For more information call
762-4192.

Post-game,
Political
Science/
Criminal Justice/ Lega l Studies
Department Alumni Reception.

11 a.m., The Tent City Homecoming
F estival and Reunion.

808 Sha-Wa Circle. Call 762-2661 for
•
more information.

Adjacent to Stewart Stadium. "Alumni
Dixiland All-Star Band Plus Some" and the
Racer Band will perform. Everone is invited. Tents for colleges, University
Bookstore, Alumni Association and more
will be set up. In case of inclement weather, festivities will be held in the West
Kentucky Exposition Center.

6 p.;m. to midnight, th e AfricanAmerican
Alumni
Reunion
Reception/Banquet.
•

11 a.m., The
Alumni Reunion.

African-American

The
African-American
Student
Recruiting and Retention Tent at Tent
City.

Alumni Reception.

603 N. 16th St. Call 759-1657.

Curris Center ballroom.

Sunday
9 to 10 a.m., Breakfast.

Curris Center small ballroom. Sponsored
by the African-American Student
Recruiting and Retention Office. Call 7623088 for further information.
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:Homecoming
queen
candidates
show
diversity;
....
·queen to be crowned during pre-game activities
nationally to be a part of the AHSA planning team.
Miller serves on the Student Government Association
Joint Committee, COMAS) art advisory board, and is
the publicity chairperson on the University Center
Judges have narrowed the 47 homecoming queen appliBoard. She is a member of Alpha Lambda Delta honor
cants to five candidates, including junior Christy Beane,
society and is on the dean's list. Miller participated in
· • senior Kendra Jones, senior Jennifer Miller, senior
the 1994-95 Miss MSU pageant, and is a member of
· Denise Brockman, and junior Gwen Hughes.
Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority, where she serves
"The five girls chosen are all highly qualified," said
as philanthropic chairperson.
Phillip Dockery, homecoming and Curris Center activities
Denise Brockman of Sheboygan, Wis., serves on the
chairperson. "All of them have grade point averages above
Residential College Committee, Student Leadership
. 3.0, and each one is very involved at MSU." '
Development Board (SLOB), and is a member of the
The seven judges, all of which were students, faculty, or
National Education Association. She was a 1995
staff members, said they look for well-rounded people;
Summer Orientation counselor and has been on the
those that perform well scholastically and are involved in
dean's high scholarship list for six semesters.
, extracurncular activities.
Brockman is president and new member educator for
"We ask that the judges look at the applicants' grades
Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority.
as well as how they contribute to MSU life and MSU in
Gwen
Hughes of Leitchfield was nominated by Pi
general," Dockery said. "When interviewing, we look for
Kappa
Alpha
fraternity. She was a 1995 Fall
those who are well-groomed, present themselves well, and
Orientation
leader.
She is a member of Alpha Omicron
are very involved."
Pi,
where
she
serves
as pbilf,lnthropic chairperson and
Dockery said all 47 applicants gave outstanding intera
Pike
sweetheart
..
views, and the decision was difficult to make.
Sherry Mc.Ciain/ Guest
"The nominee chosen for homecoming queen will
Beane, who is from Murray, was also a nominee in the One of five finalists will be crowned the 1995 Homecoming Queen during pre-game
last year's homecoming court, and in the 1994-95 Miss ceremonies on Saturday. Candidates are (bottom left) Kendra jones, Christy Beane, automatically be our representative for the Mountain
Laurel Pageant, which we have won two years in a
MSU pageant. She is the chairperson for the MSU Ads Denise Brockman, (back left) jennifer Hiller and Gwen Hughes.
row," Dockery said. "The queen represents the stu• Committee and for University intermural sports. Beane is
.• in charge of the Red Cross blood drive and works·at the computer and Graphics Communication executive. She was the 1994-95 dents, as well as MSU. This is our representative, wbkh is why I
center. Also involved in a sorority, Alpha Gamma Delta, she Miss MSU pageant director, as well as a participant. Jones is a would like to encourage everyone to come out and vote. All of us
serves as executive officer, Panhellenic delegate and Panhellenic new member educator for Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority, and need to have a say in who is chosen."
Students voted for their choice of the five candidates Thursday
treasurer.
was the 1994-95 class historian and panhellenic chairperson. She
in the Curris Center by secret ballot. The 1995 Homecoming
Kendra Jones, from Slaughters, was a 1995 Summer also served on the Alumni Committee for 1992-93.
•• Orientation counselor and 1995 Fall Orientation counselor. She is
Jennifer Miller of Louisville, President of the queen will be crowned at the pre-game festivities on Saturday,
: a 1995·96 Student Ambassador. involved in the MSU Ads Club, American Human tics Student Association, was one of five chosen Oct. 14, at 1:30 p.m at the stadium.
Bv MELODI BROWN

!>T.ur WRITER

Tent City brings campus to community Purcell hosts parade
hair-weaving. There will also be many
incredible giveaways during the afternoon.
The Social Work Club is even sponsoring
.
An intense day of festivities is scheduled a dunking booth this year. Be sure to look
•. for the seventn annual Tent City for it outside of tent city so as not to drench
Homecoming Festival and Reunion with innocent bystanders.
. many new tents being featured.
Many graduating classes from as far
New tents this year include the back as the 1940's to the latest graduating
Occupational
Safety
and
Health classes of Murray State University will be
Department, Career Services, and Sigma visiting several different reunion tents.
.Chi fraternity.
"Tent City is a central place where alumTent City will also include tents from the ni and other MSU friends can come back to
different academic colleges, the University see no not only the friends from their classStore, t.he Alumni Association, the Student es, but from all the classes above and below
Government Association, Panhellenic and them," said Patti Jones, aRsistant director
the Interfraternity Council, and Mrican- of alumni/development of special events.
American Student Recruitment and "The event is extremely successful and has
Retention. Tents will be selling items rang- drawn alumni from all ages."
• ing from food to sweatshirts and flowers to
All in all, there are 17 tents featured this
• Bv KAnE THOMAS
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year.
Jones said Tent City is growing larger
every year.
Colleges and organizations line up tents
and plan months in advance.
"Tent City has grown each year," said
Jones. " It is a really big event with 2000
plus people coming every year. I encourage
people to come out and enjoy the fun."
Tent City Homecoming Festival and
Reunion will in the grassy area between
Stewart Stadium and Highway 641.
Festivities will begin at 11 a.m. and it will
feature the "Alumni Dixieland All-Star
Band Plus Some'1 and the Racer Band.
In case of bad weathet or' rain, festivities
will be held at the Western Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center on
College Farm Road .

•..

MID-TERM GRADES

BY MANDY WoLF
COlLEGE l:JFE EotTOI

Although beading the
Homecoming parade is not
exactly in his job description,
Bennie Purcell will be the
grand ltlarsbal for this year's
parade.
Purcell, a 1962 University
graduate, is currently the
men's tennis coach.
"l'm very honored to be chosen as grand marshal,"
Purre1J said.
Purcell began his career at
the University as a student in

1948. He became assistant
basketball coach and then
began to coach MSU tennis
during the 1955-56 and then
from 1969 to the present.
He has won 11 OVC championships during his coaching
time and has been honored as
the OVC Coach of the Year
eight times .
Purcell was the seventh
active NCAA Division I men's
tennis coach to mark a 500th
coaching victory.
The parade· will begin
downtown and will end at
15th and Main streets•

Subscribe to The Murray State News
$1 0/year

Call 762-4491 for details
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Will Be Mailed by Oct. 18
If you have any questions call
the Registration Office
at 762-3776

."

.
I

painting & drawing
materials
mat board
canvas - paper
brushes
palettes - portfolios

..

•

MSU 10°/o discount
on supplies
exhibiting local artists
Special otvkrt aooilobl~.

753-7201
Court Square at 4th & Maple
Mon., Wed , 8: Fri. lO o.m. • 5 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 11:30 o.m. - 6 p.m.
Sot. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

CHOICE AUCTION SALES
Come see us and make the right choice

ID Required to pick up second copy
at the Registration Office, Sparks Hall
I

.

Deadlines

Thursday, Oct. 26
* Last day to drop any full-semester course,
Registration Office, First Floor, Sparks Hall

*

8:30 a.m. • 4 p.m.

Student will recieve a grade of "W" ( no penalty )
Students who officially withdraw from all classes after this date will
recieve "WP, or "WE" grades.
Last day to change any full-semester course from CREDIT to AUDIT.
Drop/Add card must have full signatures of the student's adviser and
the teacher of the course.

Consignments
Estates
Repossessions
Automobiles
Que item or Bouaetul - ouality is our motto
509 S.Uth St.
759-4248
759-4248 (Lax)

• Pickup and Dalive:ry available

*

Vi•a and lfa8terca.rd WelcCIIIIe

"\Velcome Back·
AOll Alumnae
Come join our chapter for a
reception in your honor
11:30 a.m.', AOn House

~~~

Southside Barber Shop
Headquarters for regular
haircuts for just $7.50
Four oarbers on duty from
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday - Friday
8 a.m. - 2 p.m. on Saturday
phone 753-8772
No appointment Necessary
St.oiV IWI3

"Jade"
(({)

.•.
::
::

"The mr G""en"

tml,r-

Lunch or Dinner
Buffet

crm

IR>
3"" p.m. 9:05 p.ta.

I ::Jn •m 7106 p.m.

.,nty

•BAROAIS MATIN~:F.'S
lhturdey A Sunday

with MSU ID

•M$U Jlt1GIITR:

Tuetd•y & Wt'<lnelld•y·

•• • •••••••• • •••• • •• • ••••
Rent your movies at the movies
1008 Chestnut 753-3314
Open 11 a.m. to 10 p.m

'

Get it while it's Hot

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
753-0440

•
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Graduate 'sweeps' cou~try sharing Student Dreams:
craft, three generations of family lore Seeds of success planted at Murray
Bv KATIE T HOMAS

BY SLONE H UTCHISON
ASSISTANT (OU.EGE LIFE EDITOR

When Richard Henson graduated from Murray State in 1975 as
a physical education and speech
communication major he had
dreams of becoming a great bas- '
ketball coach. Little did he know
that 34 years later he would be
best known, not for coaching, but
for telling his family story and
making brooms.
Henson is a third generation
broom maker and travels the
United States giving a one-man theatrical
performance.
"' travel to folk festivals and demonstrate my broom making," Henson said.
Broom making is a long standing tradition in the Henson family.
"My grandfather began learning how to
make brooms in 1930 during the Great
Depression," Henson said.
Henson said his grandfather was a very
strong force in his life.
"The story I tell is called 'Brooms,
Bootsie and Me'," Henson said. "Bootsie
was the nickname I gave my grandfather
when I was four years old. The performance I give is a poignant family story

made 73 of them and they are
the only ones that I autograph
and date."
Henson said his family wanted him to go to college and "be
something better."
"1 left education, which I got
my masters in, to devote more
time to this," Henson said. "I
consider myself a demonstrator, interpreter and educator."
Henson taught a broom making course at Murray State two
years ago.
"It was a great experience for
that especially relates to adults because of me to come back to Murray and teach the
the reminiscence involved."
class there in Faculty Hall because I
Henson said he has brooms in all 50 helped wit~ the construction of that buildstates.
ing when 1 was an undergrad," Henson
He recently sold a broom to a couple from said.
England making it the sixth foreign coun"This has been a great experience for
try he has reached with his craft.
me," Henson said. "I wouldn't take anyHenson has a broom shop and museum thing in the world for what I do. I get to
near his home in Cayce.
travel everywhere and experience things
''The museum houses many types of that most people never get to."
broom making equipment from different
"The last thing my grandfather ever said
eras and the broom shop contains several to me was 'if you learn how to make a
of my brooms.
broom, you11 always have a job,'' Henson
"fm the only person in the United States said.
who makes a particular kind of broom with
Apparently Henson's grandfather was
leather on it," Henson said. "I have only right.

Ushed in Paducah, she. will
eventually see close to 25
patients per week. She is
When Vicki Roberts gradu- excited about gaining several
ated from MUITay State in new patients in a new town
1979, she had dreams of some- and is looking f6rward to her
day becoming a successful practice becoming a success in
doctor.
Paducah.
Those dreams came true
Child and adolescent P.SYwhen she opened her own psy- chiatry is what Roberts spechiatry practice in Paducah in cialized in, however, she also
late August.
sees many adult patients.
Vicki L. Roberts graduated
Roberts gave credit to
in 1979 with a bachelor of sci- Murray in helping her
ence degree in biology and a through medical school.
minor in chemistry. Roberts
"MuiTay really prepared me
then went on to medical for medical school,'' Roberts
school at the University of said. "' think the biggest help
Kentucky and received her career wise were my histology
doctorate in psychiatry.
and anatomy classes."
Roberts is married now to
Although she m~ored in
Nicholas Ridge and has a biology, Roberts favorite
seven month old son, John.
classes were beginning, inter·
Roberts originally opened mediate and advanced horseher own practice in Edgewood, manship. She said these classKy. She was in practice there es were a great deal of fun and
for almost six yeal's and the instructors were excellent
recently moved to Paducah.
With her private psychiatry
Roberts' private practice is practice up and running in
new to Paducah and she is Paducah, Dr. Vicki L. Roberts
still picking up new patients.
is one of many graduates
She said af\8r she is estab- Murray can be proud of.
STAFF WltTEJt

Murray alumnus tours with country's new rising star
Bv MANDY WOLF
COU£CE LIFE EDITOR

Preston Stanfill is doing something many
garage-band drummers only dream about. He is
the drummer for country music new-comer
Chely Wright.
Stanfill, a 1983 graduate from Caruthersville,
Mo., majored in television production and
minored in advertising.
Stanfill said he worked in the math depart~
ment for three years and he began his music
career at the University in the marching and pep
bands. He said it was his experience with the
pep band that inspired him to become a professional drummer.
"I got a bit of the fever when I was playing for
basketbaU because we had a great year," Stanfill
said. "Playing music for that many enthusiastic

people got me turned on to playing for a living."
In 1980, when Stanfill was 19, he had a frightening experience while living on the third floor of
Franklin Hall that threatened his career as a
drummer.
Stanfill said he got upset at a girl who was on
the phone and, in anger, put his hand through a
fire exit window. He sustained cuts to his mus~
cles, tendons, and a main artery in his left band.
The injury required 12 hours of surgery in a
Louisville hospital.
"When I laid in that hospital for a week I
matured 10 years mentally," be said. "I had to
learn the hard way that I was taking myself fot'
granted."
Surgeons told Stanfill he would probably never
be able to move his left hand and be would certainly not be playing drums again.
Stanfill said he had no plans to rejoin the

marching band upon his return to Murray State
because he did not fee) he would be good enough
to make the snare line. He said David Wells, the
band director at the time, called him to reassure
his place on the line.
"He told me that my snare drum was here
waiting for me and to get my butt to Murray,
Stanfill said.
"He helped me so much in the rehab of my arm
and it was just such a turning point in my life, he
said.
In March of 1984, Stanfill moved to Little
Rock, Ark., and began to play American Legions
and VFW's with various bands.
In 1992, he began to tour with the band
"Tbumpin'." He now lives in Nashville.
"That helped us meet a lot of people in the
(music) business," he said.
Scott Coney, another member of the band,

STUDENT GROUPS

We deliver. Subscribe to The Murray State News, today.

and

$10 yearly subscription. Mail check and the subsription address to The Murray
State News, 2609 University Station, Murray, KY 42071-3301 or call 762-4~91.

ORGANIZATIONS

The Sisters of Alpha
Delta Pi would like to
welcome all of its alumnae
back for Homecoming and
to cordially invite them over
to the House anytime
this weekend

Interested in making serious
money marketing no annual
fee for life credit cards:

AT&T Universal MasterCard
Discover Card
Top Department Stores?

For More Details Calf

1-800-592-2121
ext. 313
Call Toda I

Offer valid for U.S. addl'asae& only.
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Congratulations to
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1st place in .the
Sig Ep Buffalo Bed Races
To everyone that participated,

Thank You!
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; Valid only ':ith coupon at Murray ;; Valid only with coupon at Murray I
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Little Caesars
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Expires 11/30
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Any Compact Disc

~**'*· Car Stereo -Custom Installation

•

$6.99
Exptres 11/30
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Your $#ALPINE
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; 1,

# 7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 Block from MSU Dorms!!!
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Any Cassette Tape
•

Free Delivery
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•
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(flJ Little Caesars

Ask us how to receive a
FREE CD of your choice!
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received a job with country music singer Martina
McBride.
Coney helped get Stanfill a job when he
became band leader for Chely Wright.
Wright recently recieved the Country Music
Association's New Female Vocalist of the Year.
Stanftll said he learned to deal with people in
life at Murray State.
"Looking back, I realize I learned how to communicate, be a real person and get along with
people," Stanfill said. "If it hadn't been for that,
I would have never be where I am today."
Stanfill said anyone from the Univerisity is
invited to say hello to him at concerts.
"Anybody from MSU is my pal," he said.
Though he travels often, Stanfill said there is
one place that will always be special to him.
"My heart and soul will always be at My.rray
State."

•

would like to congratulate the
winning team of Softball Saturday

Sporty's
Thanks to_all sponsors and
participants! Your help
made Softball Saturday
~~~~-~
a success.
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. Grad .a t helm of record company,
ascension began with local lessons

FREE FALLIN'

tion at MSU to be a valuable
asset.
There was a real inclination "to
He said that the knowledge
he gained from book and class
Murray State has turned out
discuss serious issues such as politics,
work established a solid base to
many successful
alumni,
including a record company
buil~ on and provided a safety
philosophy, and religion in a typical
net, but more important were
president.
Jerry Crutchfield is president
the lessons he learned about
~zook what I know fashion'
interacting with his peers.
of MCA Publishing Nashville,
and he got his start right here
One of his fondest memories,
at Murray State in 1958.
Jerry Crutchfield
' '
he said, was the engaging conCrutchfield said he began his
versation at The Hut, a restaucareer in a pop group called the
rant that has been known as
one of the most popular bang"Country Gentleman," but the
group soon changed its name to "The Tucker's smash hit, "Oh, What It Did to outs in Murray State history. Crutchfield
Me."
Escorts" and recorded for RCA records.
found the Hut to be a great place to meet
In 1962, Crutchfield was named Director and talk with his peers.
"We discovered that we weren't country,"
of Operations of Champion/Northern
Crutchfield said.
"There WJlS a real inclination to discuss
"We (The Escorts) appeared on CBS TV Music, which later merged with MCA. He serious issues such as politics, philosophy,
on 'The Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts left. MCA in 1989 to become the Executive and religion in a typical 'look what I know
Show,' gave concerts, and campus shows," Vice President for Capitol Records, where fashion'," Crutchfield said. "However it
he developed the company's first video was thought provoking and much fun."
Crutchfield said.
Crutchfield finally moved to Nashville division.
While at Murray State, Crutchfield
In 1992, be accepted the presidency of recorded music and worked for WCBL
from Murray in 1960 after one of his songs
radio station in Benton while traveling on
was recorded. Once there, he found work MCA Music Nashville.
Under Crutchfield's guidance, MCA bas weekends. He was also a member of Tau
as a session singer and keyboard player.
In his move to Nashville, Crutchfield produced recent hits such as Reba Sigma Tau fraternity and served as chapMcEntire's "Till You Love Me," "If You've lain.
found he faced some changes.
"I faced the normal types (of chal- Got Love" by John Michael Montgomery
"One unique event that I orchestrated
lenges)," be said, "that involved assessing and the No. 1 hit "What Mattered Most" by was in taking the entire fraternity and serthe situation, developing a game plan, and TyHerndon.
enading the girls at their dorm - sounds
Crutchfield has produced greats such as pretty hopeless by today's standards,"
then, within the concept of your goals and
objectives, proceeding with excitement and Tanya Tucker, Lee Greenwood, and he Crutchfield said .
.established the career of Tracy Byrd by
optimism."
Mter
accomplishing
so
fnuch,
In his career, Crutchfield bas had over producing Byrd's million-seller album, "No Crutchfield said that a genuine love for
160 songs he wrote recorded, including a Ordinary Man", which produced three top what he did and a need to be creatively
expressive helped propel him to the top of
1963 Brenda Lee pop hit called "My Whole five hits including a No. 1.
Crutchfield said be has found his educa- the industry.
World is Falling Down" and Tanya
BY jENNIFER POTIER

STAff WRITER

'

!: Murray alumnus produces
BY jENNIFER P OTIER
~

STAFF WRITER

I

!

He owns his own production company and has
• produced several documentaries, as well as a
pilot series for The Naabville Network.
The man is Brad Kimmel and he is a Murray
i State alumnus from 1983 who has succeeded in
: his field.
Kimmel's production company, Bradley David
Productions, is currently working on a video
magazine called "My Classic Car" for a pilot
series on TNN to air in January.

Andy Lee/Staff
Eric Scott, freshman from Detroit, Mich., practices his skateboard ing near the Ellz:abeth Hall amphitheater. The
amphitheater is a popular gathering place for students.

show!\~

for TNN, KET

"It will be a weekly half-hour program of talk- father of radio instead of (Guglielmo) Marconi," Murray State University's TV-11.
ing to owners of classic cars and giving restora- said Kimmel. "True or not, Stubblefield was a He said he has stayed in the field as a director,
tion tips," Kimmel said. "I am hoping TNN will unique early inventor of radio and wireless com- producer, and editor for public television.
munication."
He said that be bas taken much of what he
pick up the show for the '96 season."
Kimmel bas also developed a documentary for learned here at Murray and put it to work in the
Also in the works from Bradley David
Productions is a documentary for Kentucky KET based on the book "On Bended Knees" by job market.
Educational Television (KET) regarding Nathan local author Bill Cunningham, which aired last
"Murray is a hands-on department and I was
able to gain very valuable experience using the
fall.
Stubblefield.
"The documentary was about the tobacco wars equipment," Kimmel said. "This was the top
Kimmel is producing this program in conjunction with Dr. Bob Lochte, associate professor of in western Kentucky," Kimmel said.
thing that Murray offered."
While at Murray State, Kimmel majored in
journalism and mass communication at the
Kimmel has succeeded in his field, but he said
radio-TV, with a minor in journaliBDL He also that his ultimate goal is to become the p~oducer
University.
"The legend goes that Stubblefield was the produced a sports show called Hoofbeats for of national cable programming.

}lave A ia; .
Great ( ~~
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Concert Tickets on sale in the SGA Office
$20 reserved
$15 general admission
Nov. 12 at 7:30p.m.
· in Racer Arena

Tickets on Sale Beginning Oct. 16
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Home of the bottomless coffee cup
Stop by for one of our many breakfast items

Monday- Friday 7 a.m.- 4 p.m.

753-3406

Located across from Wilson Hall on 15th St.
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And our famous 1/31b. home-made
BURGERS made fresh each day
with 100% ground beef!

Try our great DELl SANDWICHES
each made with 1/4 lb. meat, crisp
lettuce and tomatoes, served with
chips and a pickle spear.
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The Gospel Truth Big Apple gets the blues
Christian ,artists play two concerts in Murray
Contemporary gospel music has recently hit
the Murray concert scene. The Student
Government Association and an area gospel
music station h~ve brought two Christian
music concerts to the University in the past
month.
Contemporary Christian music artist Ray
Boltz took the stage of Lovett Auditorium
Sept. 28 as a part of his national "Concert of a
Lifetime" tour. The concert was sponsored by
WVHM and Mission of Mercy.
Concert officials for Ray
Boltz said approximately
MUSIC
1200 tickets had been sold
REVIEW
in advance, and over 200
were sold at the door. The
University Bookstore sold
REBECCA
out of. tickets two days
DouTT
before the concert.
David Robertson opened
the concert with a handful of songs including
"I Believe in Lovf'" and "Everybody Needs
Jesus." He talked about his faith and his ministry with the homeless.
Boltz opened with "The Anchor Holds." He
was accompanied by a recorded orchestra in
addition to a live keyboard player and guitarist.
Several of Boltz's songs focused on stories
from the Bible, while others dealt with the
Christian life and service to God. Video
screens at the back of the stage showed scenes
'of Bible stories referred to in the songs.
The concert included Boltz's classic songs,
including ''Thank You," "The Altar," and
"Wa¥,:h the Lamb."
Boltz talked about his conversion to
Christianity at age 19.
The intermission was preceded by an informational talk about Mission of ~ercy by a representative of the ministry.
Boltz concluded the concert with prayer and
an altar call, followed by "Heaven is Counting

on You" and ''Behold the Cross."
Boltz's "Concert of a Lifetime" album is currently number 5 on the Contemporary
Christian music chart in Billboard magazine.
He has six albums to his name.
Southern gospel music artist Steve Hinze
also brought his music ministry to MSU Sept.
25 at a free concert sponsored by SGA.
Hinze's concert focused on more traditional
hymns and choruses.
Hinze began his singing career early. He
said that his family has always been very
involved in music.
"My parents were very musical, and we
always sang together," Hinze said. "They took
me to church and taught me about Jesus." He
said they were very encouraging of his music
ministry.
Hinze, who currently lives with his family in
Shartlesville, Pa., said he started traveling
with his music in 1983. Hinze said he plans to
increase his travel, working toward a full-time
music ministry.
Hinze has •corded six albums and will soon
be working on his seventh under Horizon
records. Hinze said his new album will have
many original songs.
One of Hinze's original songs, "Sound the
Trumpet," was recently released to 1300 radio
stations, including the Hardin gospel station.
The concert began with an upbeat southern
gospel tune, "One More Halleh.ijah." Hinze
spoke between each song about his relationship with God and the inspiration behind the
songA.
The concert was a combination of contemporary southern gospel songs and traditional
favorites. Hinze sang with recorded accompaniment.
Hinze closed the concert with a variation of
the gospel classic "How Great Thou Art,"
accompanied on tape by the Brooklyn
Tabernacle Choir.
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The Big Apple was filled with the sound of the
blues last Sept. 25, thanks to the Miranda
Louise Band.
The band's line-up, touring to promote
Louise's debut solo CD ".Mama Told Me" on the
Planet Records label, included Louise on lead
vocal and tambourine, Joe Hinchliffe and Ricky
Ray Rictor on guitars, Geoff Newhall on bass
and Pat O'Connor on drums.
"Blues mus1c is probably
MUSIC
the the only true American
music that there is," Louise
REVIEW
said.
The brig included songs
CARY L.
from her CD and blues classics from famous blues
ECKARD jR.
artists such as Elmore
James, Albert King, Biilic Holliday and Robert
Johnson.
The band even included "Happy Birthday" into
their set list for Murray State University senior
~ean Byrd, who was celebrating his 21st birthday..
"The band was accessiblo, which made it crowd
pleasing," said Byrd.
"They were one of us," added Byrd's girlfriend,
Kelli .Jnne, junior from Fortsmith, Ark.
Louise and Hinchliffe said they both appreciated the crowd support.
"I loved the crowd," said Louise. "I adored
them"
"The audience was great - mellow," Hinchliffe
said.
Louise started her singing career at the age of

'Oieanna' makes final performances
STAff REJ'ORT

The
MSU Theatre
and
Dance Company will show its
final performance of"Oieanna"
tonight and Saturday evening.
The play, which deals with
sexuul harassment between a
student and a professor will be
performed in the .Johnson
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seven off Broadway in New York singing in
operas and other classical pieces. She moved to
Nashville in 1981.
Since moving to Nashville as a road musi.cian,
Louise has worked with a who's who list of blues
and rock greats.
"A lot of big name guitarists have played with
Miranda," Hinchliffe said.
These artists include Warren Haynes and
Dickie Betts of the Allman Brothers Band, the
members of Lynyrd Skynyrd, Bob Welsh of
Fleetwood Mac, Wayne Perkinson, "The Great
White Hope" who has played with The Rolling
Stones and members of the Beatlcs, and blue~
great Lonnie Mack.
Louise has opened for blues legends including
Albert Collins and Albert King, Gatcmouth
Brown, John Mayall, who helped along the early
careers of Eric Clapton and Mick Taylor of the
Rolling Stones, The Marshall Tucker Band and
rock singer Eddie Money.
Louise has also worked with Homesick James
who she called a living legend, and has sung
back-up on Bonnie Raitt and Stevie Ray Vaugn
recordings.
"She is a very fine lady whose style spans
everyone from Billie Holliday to Janis Joplin,"
said Roger Younger, a Nashville session guitarist.
If you missed the Miranda Louise band , you
can see them perform in Murfreesboro, Tenn., at
the Bunganut Pig on Oct. 14, 9pm to 12 am, The
Burrow on Oct. 23, and in Nashville at Rivalries
on Oct. 20.
'
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Theatre in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building at 8 p.m.
both nights.
It stars David Fleming,
senior from Murray, as the
professor and Patricia Crider,
alumna, who Tetumed to the
University to perform the role
of the student.
"Oleanna" may be entered in

the American College Theatre
Festival to be held at the
University next month.
MSU students receive free
admission. General admiss)on
is $7. Tickets for faculty and
staff are $6 and senior citizen
tickets are $ 5.
Anyone wishing to purchaSe
tickets should call 762-6797.

TEACHING/TliTORING SUPPUES/GIPTS

_........_. Students/ Parents/ Student Teachers
Educational Supply Cen ter
Mary janlce Cooper - Owner
20 years teaching experience

753-5968

119 S. 4th St.

Hours: Monday- Friday 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.tn.
Saturday I 0 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Planning units? Call ahead!
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The Brothers of SIGMA CHI
would lil<e to
cordially invite the following girls to the
first ANNUAL WHITE CROSS CRUSH DANCE

Kelley Webb
Amy Kellams
Erin Coffman
Leigh Ann Faith
Bellinda Sheetz
Penny Wilson
Heather Burkeen
Shannon Martinez
Kim Halstead
Lynnette Hook
Audrey Royster
Kelli Jane Morris
Ann Dennison
Maria Tsataros
Christy Sivia
Amy Thomas
Susan Bailey
Julie Buckman
Robin Greer
Allison Burton
Kerrie Hosie
Missy Kleaman
Rasha Rashidian
Sara Dunn
Crystal Brewer
Shannon Prince
Carrie Ash
Christy Beane
Anne Marie Shapla

Tara Schmidt
April Blanton
Amy Faulkner
Jennifer Langford
Kristin Quint
Niki Stewart
Kristin Jole
Shannon Mumbauer
Shannon Haire
Mellissa Downing
Kim Marsh
Tracy Elmore
Erica Pair
Michelle Clayton
Andrea Elliot
Amy Curtsinger
Jill Stafford
Heidi Clark
Laura Davis
Kelly Krill
Nikki Almond
Laura McCorkle
Michelle Cross
Amy Onan
Pam Cotton
Lori Rowlett
Traci Forbes
Jill Kennedy
Kerrie Zoll
Kim Donaldson

Kendra Jones
Amanda Franks
Amy Kellams
Allison Burgess
DeeAnn Williams
Sarah Evans
Mindi Rubenacker
Johnna Ramsey
Andrea Elliot
Kim Sutton
Heather Hawkins
Shannon Hodge
Kristin Wessel
Michelle Brooks
Brigette Vincent
Jodi Flanagan
Sarah Dearworth
Dana Weiland
Bonnie Bagninski
Susan Moulder
Wendy Wilson
Jill Turner
Erin Coffman
Rina Rushing
Wendy Whittaker
Angie Roberts
Leslie Jaskson
Jill Gentry
Meredith Major
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SPORTS

S.e ction C ·

Racers keyed for HoiDecoiDing

Windy

Hampton wins recognition; Cullors, Cherry approach 1,000 yards
ave Football Standings

City

BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTSEDirOR

Head coach Houston Nutt is
Here's a breakdown of this week's OVC football standings and a preview
not shy about the chances that
of this weekend's games:
Conference All Games
his 6-0 MurrAy State football
Team
Win Loss Win Loss
team has against lowly Ohio
Murray State
4
0
6
0
Val1ey
Conference
rival
Morehead State.
Eastern Kentucky
2
0
4
1
"Looking at them on paper,
Middle Tennessee
3
1
4
2
we should win the ballgame,"
UT-Martin
2
1
3
2
said Nutt, whose Racers lead
Southeast Missouri State 2
2
2
4
the conference at 4-0, while the
Tennessee State
1
1
2
3
Eagles ( 1-4) trail at 0-3. We've
Morehead State
0
3
1
4
always been honest with our
players, and they all know that
Austin Peay
0
3
1
5
we need to work on ourselves."
Tennessee Tech
0
3
1
5
MSU leads the all-time series
over Morehead 39-17-0, and the
Racers intend to improve to 7-0
for the first time since 1980 in
front of the 1995 Homecoming
crowd Saturday at 2:30p.m. at
Stewart Stadium.
The Racers arc again 'ranked
11th in t~e Division 1-AA Top major statistical marks.
25 as selected by The Sports
Tailback Derrick Cullors, a
Network, and are the best in senior from Richardson, Texas,
the nation in total defense and is only 29 yards away from
becoming MSU's first rusher to
scoring defense.
The defensive unit limited gain 1,000 yards since 1978.
Tennessee-Martin's top-rated Meanwhile, quarterback Mike
scoring offense to four rushing Cherry,
a
junior
from
yards in Saturday's 33-9 dis- Texarkana, Ark., is just 62
mantling of the Skyhawks at yards from reaching 1,000
Stewart Stadium.
yards passing.
William Hampton paved the
Cullors has eight touchdowns
way by intercepting two UTM on the season and is averaging
Scott Nanney/Staff
passes and returning them 7.2 yards per carry in leading
Murray State plac~klcker Chris 0111, a senior from Murray, prac•
both for touchdowns. The the OVC in rushing. He galtices on the sidelines during the Racers' 33-9 rout of Tennesseejunior cornerback from Little loped for \68 yards on 24
Martin Saturday at Stewart Stadium.
Rock, Ark. won the NCAA J-AA attempts, threw a 20-yard
and OVC Defensive Player of touchdown pass to Cherry and
the Week awards for his perfor- gained 48 yards on two kickoff
mance, as he scored in his third returns against the Skyhawks.
straight. game from his corner
Cherry completed 13 of 19
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
position or as a punt returner.
passes for 138 yards with one
SPORTS EDITOR
'We knew we had a challenge interception, hitting wide
since they <UTM ) were the receiver Kwabene Idlette with
Since October 8, 1994, Chris Dill has been working to regain his
number-one offense, but we're a 7-yard toss to open the scorstarting
job as Murray State's placekicker after tearing the antethe number--one defense, so we ing and running four yards for
rior
cruciate
ligament in his right knee in last year's 29-14 win
have our own
another score.
over
Austin
Peay
State in Clarksville, Tenn., and no one is more
expectaCherry
surprised than the senior from Murray is at his outstanding
believes the
tions," said "
Looking at them
recovery and return to form.
Hampton ,
approaching
Dill has excelled in.. his kicking duties, having moved up into
(Morehead
State)
on
who picked
mile~> tones
fourth
place on MSU's career list of field goals scored after conoff his fifth
paper, we should win and statistical
necting
on his sixth of the season, a 37-yarder, in Saturday's 33pass of the
the ballgame. But we success are
9
win
over
Tennessee-Martin at Stewart Stadium. Dill also has a
year. "It was
further proof
streak
of
46
consecutive successful extra points, including 28 in
have
to
worry
a
complete
of the Racers'
six
games
while
totaling 46 points on the year.
effort.
We
about ourselves. " strength and the ball despite not having
"It's
really
rewarding
to return with this much success " Dill
had a lot of
versatility.
overwhelming size or speed.
"At
first,
you
hear
doubts
about whether you can com~ back
said.
support from
"That
"Our offensive line has been
Houston Nutt
from
this
devastating
kind
of
injury.
the fans and
just
shows underrated, and they've took it
"My teammates are giving me the opportunities to excel and
a good week
how
good to heart and responded," said
the
injury has helped me build on my concentration and ~ork
of practice,
we've
been Nutt, whose record in his third
ethic
to get back to where I am now."
and we just stepped up."
offensively1 "
Cherry said. season at MSU has bloomed to
Head
coach Houston Nutt, enjoys having Dill back in the lineNutt agrees, buL credits the "We've mixed it up by not just 15-13, including a 12-8 conferup,
as
he
feels that the highly accurate kicker is just as dangerdefenRivc front for putting running the ball but running ence mark. "You have to be
ous
as
any
other offensive player.
immem;e pressure on the two and passing, and it just shows strong up the middle with your
"Chris
Dill
is special," Nutt said. "His kicking leg is stronger
Skyhawk quarterbacks, lead- how well we're distributing the center, quarterback, fullback
than
last
year,
and he's a weapon. It's pleasing when you know
ing to five UTM interceptions footbalL"
and tailback, and when you
you
have
three
points
every time you get inside the 20 yard line."
and Hampton's returns of 42
Idlette, a senior from Fort have good receivers on the outDill
has
also
seen
action
at punter, sharing time with Erik
and 57 yards. Rover Elliott Myers, Fla., stepped up as side, you've got good balance."
Lombard,
a
senior
from
Orlando,
Fla. However, the two are not in
As a team, the Racers lead
Dunn, a junior from Little UTM's defense focused on stop·
competition,
as
each
approach
punting
with opposite intentions.
Rock, Ark., tackled a Skvhawk ping the Racer running attack, the OVC in rushing offense
"It's
two
different
jobs,
and
I can't do what he does," said
ballcarrier for a safety ~ push as he caught seven pa.qscs for (265.0 yards per game), kickoff
the Racers ahead 33-3.
returns (24.6 ypg), total Lombard, the Racers' long-distance punter who is doubtful for
75 yards.
"The defensive line had their
"They (UTM) were keying on defense (214.5 ypg), rushing Saturday's Homecoming contest against Morehead State with a
best outing," Nutt ~aid . "Every Derrick (Cullors) and left the defense (103.0 ypg), passing injured right foot. "His style of punting requires him to kick it
time someone like William passing game open," said defense (111.5 ypg) and scoring higher, shorter, get it inside the 20 and give the coverage time to
get down the field."
Hampton intercepted a pass, Idlette, whose seven grabs defense {7.1 points per game).
Dill worked with junior defensive end Anthony Hutch, who sufsomeone was in the quarter- were the season-high for the
Chris Dill, a senior placekickfered
the same injury against Western Kentucky, and head athback's face."
Racers. "Coach Nutt saw that er from Murray, leads the
,
letic
trainer
Alan Lollar in an extensive rehabilitation program.
In addition to Hampton mov- and took advantage of it."
league in kick scoring with 7.6
"Anthony
and
I kept up with each other and helped each other
ing into the M~U top ten in
Nutt thanks his offensive ppg, having made all 28 extra
through
our
bad
days, even though. he worked out with a lot more
career interceptions with 10, linemen for their effort, ns they points and six successful field
weight
than
I
did,"
Dill said. "Alan did a great job to get us back
two more Racers are nearing have beaten their opponents otT goals in eight attempts.
in playing condition."

Dill kicks Racers through

Otahkians spoil
Hoffman's ·mark
Bv

MikE 0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

S
·
.
Dannv Voweii/Photo Editor
urray tat~ m1ddle h1tter Stephanie Diebold, a freshman from Louisville gets a netcord in the volleyball team s I S-9, I 5·6, I 5- I 0 loss Tuesday to Southeast Missouri State at Racer Arena.

M

Kristi Hoffman's accomplishment was the one bright spot in
the Murray State volleyball
team's 15-9, 15-6, 15-10 loss to
Southeast Missouri State
Tuesday in Racer Arena.
Hoffman, a 5'7" sophomore
setter from Dexter, Mo.,
became the second volleyball
player in MSU history to tally
over 2,000 assists. However,
the feat came at a bad time, as
the Racers fell to 5-11 and 3-5
in Ohio Valley Conference play,
and no one is more frustrated

than Hoffman.
"It feels good to break a
record, but it's better to have a
team winning rather than individual success," said Hoffman,
who had 40 assists, one ace,
eight digs and 1.5 blocks.
"We're going to work hard in
practice this week, and we've
played everybody in the conference once, and we don't believe
anybody to be better than us."
"Tonight we came out flat
and couldn't get anything started," said head coach Brenda
Bowlin. "SEMO blocked really
well, and we couldn't get any
offense generated."

has a

Worm
Rodman trade
gives Chicago
top rebounder
The best pure rebounder in
National Basketball Association history will be wearing
red epd black alongside longtime
nemesis
Michael
Jordan, but that will not necessarily guarantee a fourth
NBA title in seven years for
the Chicago Bulls.
Yes, Dennis Rodman finally gi~es a force on the boards
the , . . . - - - - - .
for
first time SPORTS
s i n c e
power for- TALK
w a r d t------1
H or ace MIKE
G r a n t 0HSTROM
s i g n e d L--------1
with the Orlando Magic.
Still, the Shaq Attack, along
•
with the defending champion
Houston Rockets, are the
same tough squads that will
be there at crunch time in
the playoffs.
Nevertheless, the transaction by the San Antonio
Spurs to trade their rebel
superstar to Chicago for center Will Perdue makes the
Bulls prime contenders in
the Eastern Conference.
But one minor adjustment
has to be made by head coach
Phil Jackaon following the
departure of point guard B.
J. Armstrong to Golden State
via a trade from the expansion Toronto Raptors, who
made Armstrong their first
pick in last year's supplemental draft..
Forget the questions concerning Rodman's desire to
play focused team basketball. One game without having to cover Jordan will cure
the Worm of his lacking
attention span, at least until
the season is over. The problem is how to play 6'10"
quick forward Toni Kukoc
with the NBA's version of
Madonna at the same time.
The answer is simple.
Kukoc, who was pressed into ,
service at the power forward
position last year, can focus
less on rebounding and take
advantage of his ball-handling and shooting skills.
However, Jackson must recognize that the Bulls can better defend Orlando's 6'7"
point
guard
Anfernee
Hardaway with the 6'6"
Jordan rather than the slower, smaller Steve Kerr.
That makes the formidable
Chicago lineup consist of
Jordan and Scottie Pippen in
the backcourt, with the center-by-committee of Luc
Longley and Bill Wenninglon completing the frontline
alongside the athletic Kukoc
and Rodman.
Jordan filled in for the
injured Magic Johnson and
John Stockton as the Dream
Team's floor general at the
1992 Summer Olympics in
Barcelona, Spain, and with
three of the NBA's elite
defenders on the court at the
same time in Jordan, Pippen
and Rodman, the Bulls are a
lock for the Central Division
regular season crown. The
Bulls' team speed will make
th~ir full·court press more
devastating than before.
In the meantime, let
Rodman and his new teammates get to know each
other. After all, that was the
key behind the Bulls' threepeat in 1991-93: continuity.

..
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..
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SCORECARD

I2C

Volleyball

Football
Murray State. 33, UT-Martln 9
UT-Martin .. o
Murray St .. 1 4

3
10

0
~g

6
0

MSU-Idlette 7 yd. pass from Cherry
(Dill kick); MSU-Hampton 42 yd.
interception return (Dill kick); MSUFG Dill 37 yd.; UTM-FG Brown 28
yd.; MSU·Cherry 4 yd. run (Dill
kick); MSU·Hampton 57 yd.
interception return (Dill kick); MSUSafety, Dunn tackles Johnson In
end zone; UTM-Reeder 6 yd. pass
from Roberts (2-pt. conversion
failed)
UTM
MSU
First downs
17
21
Rushes-yards
12-4
51·217
Passing-yards
231
165
Return yards
95
85
Comp-Att
25-55-5 18-28·2
Sacked-Yds.lost 3-19
2·10
7-282 6-278
Punts
Fumbles-lost
0-0
0-0
Penalties-yds.
6·45
12·93
Time possession 20:30 39:30
Individual Statistics
RUSHING·UTM, Jackson 4-11,
Hamrick 2·4. Johnson 2-0, Roberts
1·(·5), McCrone 3·(·6), MSU-Cullors
24·168, McCann 14·42, Turner 2-5,
Pollard 1·3, Johnson 1·?, Criswell1·
(·1 ), Cherry 6·(·3).
PASSING·UTM-McCrone 18·
36-2 158, Roberts 7-19-3 73. MSU·
Cherry 13·19·1 138, Bona 3·5·1 6,
Criswell 1·3·0 1, Cullers 1·1 0 20.
RECEIVING·UTM, Harris 8-88,
Jackson 8·57, Reeder 4·53,
Blackmore 3·13, Dillon 2·20. MSU·
ldlette 7-75, Swinton 2·25, Taylor 2·
10. Cherry 1-20, Jones 1-18, Cullors
1-9, Shephard 1·8, stephens 1·3,
Pollard 1-1, McCann 1·(·4).
MISSED FIELD GOALS·
MSU-Dill 49 yds.

1
SEMO ....... 15
Murray St ... 9

2

3

15

15

6

10
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IN YOUR FACE

Sports
Notebook

MSU TEAM LEADERS:
Kills: Stephanie Diebold (11)
Assists: Kristi Hoffman (40)
Aces: Jill Kennedy (2)
Digs: Hoffman (8)
Blocks: Sarah Boland, Diebold
(2)

Kristi Hoffman and William Hampton have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Hoffman, a 5'7" sophomore setter from Dexter. Mo.,
became the second volleyball player in Murray State history
to amass 2,000 assists in a career in Tuesday night's 15-9,
I 5-6, I 5-l 0 loss to Southeast Missouri State in Racer
Arena. Hoffman holds the single-season assist record at
I ,393, a feat she accomplished last year in earning All-Ohio
Valley Conference Freshman Team honors.
Hampton, a junior cornerback from Little Rock, Ark.,
returned interceptions for touchdowns of 42 and 57 yards
in the Murray State football team's 33-9 win over
Tennessee-Martin Saturday at Stewart Stadium. Hampton
won the Division 1-AA Defensive Player of the Week award
from two different publications, as well as OVC recognition.
He has totaled five interceptions and eight pass breakups in
six games, and he ranks 12th in the nation in punt returns
while scoring in three straight contests.

SEMO (13·9, 6·2 OVC)
Murray St. (5-11 , 3·5 OVC)

Cross Country
SIU INVITATIONAL:
MEN-Southern Illinois 31,
Arkansas-Little Rock 85,
Southern Mississippi 88,
Memphis 126, Alabama·
Birmingham 133, MissouriKansas City 139, Southeast
Missouri State 152, Merid1an
College 191, Saint Louis 231,
Murray State 234, UT-Martin
317
WOMEN-UALR-29, StU 59,
UAB 109, SEMO, 126, Southern
Indiana 137, UMKC 137,
Mississippi 162, USM 212, SLU
212, UTM 212, MSU 253, UM
342

Eastern Illinois University will be joining the Ohio

Golf

Valley Conference for the I ?96-97 athletic season in all
sports, while Morehead State will remain in the league in
every sport except football.
.
The Panthers will replace the Golden Eagles as the ninth
conference team in football. leaving each school with eight
conference games as before. The OVC basketball tournaments will feature all I 0 teams, with the top six regular season finishers earning first-round byes.

Scott Nanney/Staff

LADY BUCKEYE
INVITATIONAL
(COLUMBUS, OH) OCT. 8
Lady Racers finished 11th out
of 13 teams. MSU shot a 1063
(350-365·348) in 54-hole
tournament. Rechelle Cadwell
led Racers with a 261 (87-8787). MSU vs. Ark. St., Oct. 16,
17

Hurray State defensive end Jeff Hornak, a senior from Grand
Haven, Mich., gets in the face of Tennessee-Martin quarterback jeff McCrone In the Racen' 33•9 victory over the
Skyhawks Saturday at Stewart Stadium.

The intramural softball postseason has been cancelled because of bad weather.
The playoffs for the men's above-.500, men's below-.500
and women's league championships were not held because
the Murray-Calloway County Park softball fields could not
drain sufficient water off the fields from recent rain.

Intramural Flag Football
Standings as of October 11:

Sports Calendar
TODAY
8 a.m. to sunset:Homecoming Golf Tournament at Miller Golf Course
9 a.m.: Homecoming Tennis Tournament at Bennie Purcell Courts
5 p.m.: 13th Annuai"Run for the Racers" five-kilometer road run in
front of Carr Health Building

SATURDAY
10 a.m.: Baseball Old Timers' Game at Reagan Field
10:30: Murray State Cross Country teams at Southeast Missouri State
Invitational in Cape Girardeau. Mo.
11 a.m.: 1955·56 Athletic Teams return to Tent City
2:30 p.m.: Murray State Football vs. Morehead State at Stewart
Stadium
11:00 p.m.: Murray State Men's Basketball "Midnight Madness" at
Racer Arena

I

FRATERNITY LEAGUE:
Alpha Tau Omega
2-0
Sigma Chi
2·0
Pi Kappa Alpha
2·0
Lambda Chi Alpha
1·0
Sigma Pi-A
0·1
Sigma Phi Epsilon
0-2
Alpha Sigma Phi
0-2
Alpha Gamma Rho
0-2
WOMEN'S LEAGUE
Alpha Sigma Alpha
AOK
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Delta Pi
Cuervo Gold Girls

2-0
1-0
1-1
1·1
1-1
0-1
0-2

MEN'S COMPETITIVE
LEAGUE (RUN·N·SHOOT):
Unwed Fathers
2·0
Blue Wings
2-0
Da Cheetahs
1-1
Cardinals
1-1
Sigma Pi-8
1-1
Gamma Betas
1·1
Sick Wid It
0·2
Alpha Tau Omega/8-team 0-2
MEN'S COMPETITIVE
LEAGUE (LONGEST YARD)
Shuck and Jive .lf
C3·0
Scallywags
2·0
FUBAR
2-0
Steel Shaft
1-1
Black and Decker
1·2
Packers
0-2
Cobras
0-2
Raging Bulls
0·2

Women's Tennis
TENNESSEE TECH INVITATIONAL:
MSU RESULTS:
• ~DOUBLES·
t.> SINGLES·
1
•
,. • 1
• F.lightOne: Cates/
Flight One: Deanna Carroll {1-2, 7th)
Gemmill (1·2, 6th)
Flight Two: Martha Zimmer (2·1, 2nd)
Flight Two: Berryman/
Flight Three: Renea Cates (2·1, 2nd)
Zimmer
(2·1, 3rd)
Flight Four: Brooke Beryman (2·1. 3rd)
Flight
Three:
Jones/
Flight FIVe: Amy Gemmill (2·1, 3rd)
Carroll
(2-1,
3rd)
Flight Six: Angela Brooks (2·1, 2nd)
Flight Seven: Jennifer Jones (2-0)

Washers still

75¢

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a .m .- 11 p.m .

•

Laundry Service & Alterations

~matrix
IHI

our pecial Occasions
Headquarters

See us for all of your
Holiday &
Formal Wear needs
:J{T/W LOC9l.rri09{j
703 S. 6th St. - !Maqfieftf,
(502} 247-9910
· Store Hours:
Monday - Friday 10 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 3
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REJUVENATING
WORLD OF

1>erfect in e"ery detail!
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BIOLAGE

ANY CHICKEN 'N CURLY

BLENDS
Takt• .:1 thcrap<.'OIK 1ournev
that gets to the VCr) nature
or )'Our hair and ~cCIIp needs.
BtoiJge Rlcnds brings the
pow('r <II therapeuuc plants
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c

Anne-Marie Hale
Diane Th ompson

* 2 Dixieland
enter Lyn Compbell ·M<:K"mney
753 • 0882

$ 5.00 Off Bio Blends Service

re?.t.f!j

0199' Alt>y's, Inc.

Arby's
507 N. 12th St.

• 5ensory Scalp Massage - 1\ iaC.tcll for your scalp'
• Spd Ha!rwr.1p - lmpro..,es thl' l!(·rv n<~ture or yow h,ur.
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Rugby Club prepares for rebirth

BY jASON ROUSE
REPOlTEI

" (Rugby) is a combination of football, soccer
The intramural fields behind
Winslow Cafeteria have a new
and about three other
sport that is using its resources
sports, each requiring
1
this year - rugby.
tremendous skill and
Although a rugby squad once
existed at Murray State, lack of
concentration.

support caused the team to dis• sipate. That was until head
coach Pedro Stiassni helped
revitalize the sport and organized the MSU Rugby Club this
past year.
Stiassni, a former member of
· the Venezuelan National
Team, has played rugby for
seven years, two on the national team. After working out with
the Racer football team last
year, Stiassni wanted to start
his own rugby team.
With the help of President
Kern Alexander and Jim
Baurer, rugby became an official club sport after joining the
Nashville Rugby Union.
Under this league, the new
Rugby Club will not be assisted
by the NCAA, but will still

"

Pedro Stiassni

schedule several club squads
from universities in the surrounding area.
"We have only been working
together for about three
weeks," Stiassni said. "We still
are not sure who we play and
when, but we will know soon."
The Rugby Club meets every
Monday and Wednesday at
9:00 p.m., and currently has 14
to 18 players practicing with
them. Workouts consist of drills
on Mondays and weightlifting
in the Carr Health Building
weightroom on Wednesdays.
Patrick Wilkerson is the only

member of the team that has
any previous experience with
the sport.
"I once played· for a residential squad when I lived in
Australia," Wilkerson said. "I
love the fact that there is a
rugby team that I can be a part
of. It gives me something to do
besides stay home."
One thing the team has said
throughout is that they wish
more participants would come
out for the team.
Rugby is considered one of
the hardest team sports to play.
"It is a combination of football, soccer and about three
other sports, each requiring
tremendous skill and concentration," Stiassni said. "We are
mainly working on conditioning
and drills right now."
Rugby is becoming one of the
most popular sports on college
campuses, as it has over 2,000
teams nationwide.
The basic rules of rugby are
simple. There are 15 members
of each team on the field. There
are two 40-minute periods with

a five·minute break at the half.
Each period is virtually nonstop running, tackling, throwing, and kicking.
In order to score, members of
each team advance the ball by
kicking forward or passing the
ball behind them and then running with the ball. The other
team tries to tackle and gain
possession. The only time when
the action stops is if a player
·
gets injured.
A «touchdown" called a try is
worth five points, and a conversion is a two-point score. If a
player is tired, he can be substituted with another player,
but he can not come back into
the game.
- • Rugby is a sport made for
those who have endurance and
are in top physical condition
"These guys are learning
quick, and Pedro is making
learning this sport exciting
instead of beating it into us,"
Wilkerson said.
The club is looking to play its
first match of the season
Tuesday in Nashville.

DANNY VOWELUPhoto EdiiM

Rugby Club member Jaaon Mechler of Murray makea a lateral on
the Intramural field.
•

Cross country teams anxious to get sneak preview
of OVC Championship course at SEMO Invitational
but is more interested in
and Charmaine Thomas
the
present, as the OVC
placed sixth and 19th,
SPOitTS EDITOl
We're
improving
every
week...
We
Championships
lie just
proving their status as
two
weeks
away.
. With key runners Jeremy Sobecki MSU's first runners to
have had new people get themselves
"We're
improving
and Phyllis Jackson unavailable to be consecutive Ohio
well,
and
if
we
continacclimated
very
that's our
every
week;
Conference
compete because of a mandatory class Valley
biggest
advantage,"
meeting and a funeral, respectively, Ru nner of the Week
ue in the direction we've been going ' ' Roberts said. "We have
the Murray State cross country teams award winners.
had new people get
McKinney, a soph ocould only manage l Oth and 11th at
in, we should be competitive.
themselves
acclimated
the Sou thern Illinois Invitational more from Georgetown,
if we convery
well,
and
Saturday in Carbondale, lll. Still, the Dl., enjoys the notoriety
Rachelle Roberts
tinue
in
the
direction
Racers had several bright individual and says that his and
in, we
we've
been
going
performances against the large field of Thomas' success is not a
should
be
competitive."
competition at SIU.
distraction to their
The Racers hope to use
"Everybody's' moving up, and I think
Six of the nine men set personal developing teammates.
and
I
have
been
getting
Saturday's
meet
at Southeast
"Charmaine
records in the eight-kilometer race,
we're going to make a big impact in
Missouri
State
in
Cape
Girardeau,
but
everyone
is
getting
recognition,
and three of the five women scored
the next couple of years, if not during
Mo. as a steppingstone towards
career bests over the five-kilometer into the flow," said McKinney, who this year."
hike. Front-runners Jason McKinney completed the course at SIU in 25:08.
Head coach Rachelle Roberts agrees, becoming a conference title contender.
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

'

r ·-·-·-·-·-·

Laura Bohanon, a freshman from
Paducah, feels confident that experiencing the environment at SEMO
Saturday will help the team in focusing for the OVC run, which will be
held Oct. 27 at SEMO.
"We're going into this race hoping to
simulate the condition~ for the OVC
meet, and it. will be good for us, especially for the freshmen, to see the
course," said Bohanon, who placed
42nd at SIU in a time of 19:50. "Once
you see the course, you can mentally
prepare for the race a lot better."
SIU took the men's title in
Carbondale with 31 points, while
Arkansas-Little Rock edged out the
Lady Salukis 29-59 . .MSU tallied 234
and 253 points, respectively. '
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GOOD LUCK RACERS!
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TAKINA

REBECCA

Dixieland Center
753·6745
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Open Daily Monday - Saturday
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"On campus everywhere"
.

Welcome back Alumni
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'Valley.
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210 Main St.
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753-0819

Clothes +Doctor·

CLEANERS
602 S. 6th St.
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

Murray State Students

This Is For You!
Purchase 10 VISits for 525 and recieve a free mmi bottle of
Helix or Climax.

521 S. 12th St.
Murray, Kentucky 42071

or
venience
Now
Offering In Town Pick-Up And Delivery
Service. All Pick-Ups Will Be Made
On Tuesday & Delivered On
The Followi
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1 month unlimited tannmg $35. Free Sample of Nitro
Tanning Accelentorl Early Bird Special 8 a.m to 12 p.m.
52.50 per VISit.
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Neon Beach
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Tanning Salon & Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Av~.
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BREAKFAST SPECIAL
Everyday
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6 a.m. - 11 a.m.

• 2 eggs * Bacon or Sausage
• Hash browns * Biscuits and gravy

X

>

ONLY $1.8 5
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Don't miss our ••.

NOON
BUFFET
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11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

~

• 3 meats * Vegetables • Salads " Homemade Rolls
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ONLY $ 3 .95
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~acers

n1ad about keeping OVC title,
plan to reach new goals in 1995-96

• Bv MIKE 0HSTROM
SroaTs EDITOR

'

/ th · k th I+.
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In
e 01 I season as een goo
for us like it has been in the past W e
feel good about ourselves, and we feel
we can accomplish the same goals
because were faster, stronger and
.
.
more expertenced.
''

The Murray State men's basketball team is preparing to
defend their Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament title
with Saturday's "Midnight
Madness" practice session at 11
p.m. in Racer Arena, and no
one is more excited about getting the season started than
Marcus Brown head coach Mark Gottfried.
Gottfried, an assistant coach - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Marcus Brown, a 6'3" senior point man in former head coach
with the national champion
UCLA Br uins last season, guard from West Memphis, Scott Edgar's full-court presinherits a team that led eventu- Ark., will again be the focal sure defense, and is confident
al Final Fou r entry North point for MSU. The 1994-95 that Gottfried will keep the ·
Carolina 42-41 at halftime in OVC Male Athlete of the Year same up-tempo style that the
the first round of last years and OVC Most Valuable Player Racers are known for.
"I haven't seen any of his
NCAA Tournament before is ready to lead his teammates
falling 82-72. The Racers forced in returning to the same lofty (Gottfried's) strategies yet, but
the second-seeded Tar Heels heights of last season, starting I don't think anything will
into committing a season-high with Gottfried's intensive pre- change," Walker said. "We'll
still run, and we've got seven
18 turnovers, and return the season conditioning program.
"I think the offseason has seniors who want to win and do
entire squad except for point
been good for us like it has been whatever it takes."
guard William Moore.
An early-season concern for
:Yfe're anxious to play and in the past," Brown said. "We
g~ : our team together," said feel good about ourselves, and MSU is the lack of height and
GOttfried, who will face his first we feel we can accomplish the muscle in the paint, as 6'11"
competition as a head coach in same goals as last year because senior center Quennon Echols
an ~ exhibition game Nov. 17 we're faster, stronger and more will be ineligible to play until
Dec. 16 and 6'8" senior forward
against Athletes in Action at experienced."
R$cer Arena. "It (the season) is
Fred Walker, a 6'5" senior Dwayne Davis will be unable to
going to be fun, but r m not sure forward from Cordelle, Ga., scrimmage with the team until
how we'll look until we really agrees with Brown. The defen- the end of November because of
sive specialist blossomed as the a broken right thumb. Matt
s~to play."

Harris, a 6'7" sophomore forward from Troy, Tenn., may be
forced to play in the low post
until Echols and Davis return,
but feels that the Racers can
make up the difference with
their speed and perimeter play.
"I think we'll feel the effect of
it (the lack of a true center), but
we have athletes like Vincent
(Rainey), Fred (Walker) and
Marcus (Brown) who can play
anywhere," Harris said. "We'll
miss their <Echols' and Davis')
height, but we have the ability,
and if we play hard, we can
make up for it a little."
However, the Racers have
remedied that situation somewhat by recruiting a 6'8" power
forward from Pensacola, Fla.
The junior college transfer will
officially sign with MSU during
the first. week of November.
After the exhibition with
AlA, the Racers will host the
Croatian Nationals Nov. 21
before opening the season Nov.
25 at home against Berry
College and Nov. 28 against
Western Michigan.
MSU then travels to face
Drexel in the Boilermaker
Classic Dec. 1 in West
Lafayette, Ind., with the possibility of playing Purdue Dec. 2
in the championship game if

-----,
SAWN ·1

r-
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gourmet ~ gift shoppe
Gourmet coffee • Fresh cheeses
Kitchenware • Dinnerware
Culinary accessories
Unique traditional gifts
Gourmet gift baskets * Bridal registry

"Peppermill's ..... always in good taste."
928 S. 12th St., Murray 753-5679
126 Market H ouse Square, Paducah 442-041 0

blue-gold scrimmage o~n
can expect to
~II18!MI'd~lf1ftil·e•f1~rtai!IS
season:
~.JI1JaY4!tf8. :YOU

170
185
180
170
170
210
170
195
200
190
230
210
180
225
215

the
Boilermakers
defeat
Illinois-Chicago.
The remainder of the Racers'
non-conference
schedule
includes home games against
Arkansas State Dec. 5,
Washington Dec. 16 and

Jr.

Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr. .
Sr.

Fr.
Jr.
Sr.

Fr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.

Sr.
Sr.

Ashland Dec. 30, as well as
road contests with Western
Michigan Dec. 9 and Louisville
in Freedom Hall Dec. 20.
The OVC Tournament will
again be held in Nashville,
Tenn. starting Feb. 29.

LAUGH YOU LOSE COMIC SHOW

CURRIS CENTER BALLROOM
6 P.M. OCT. 16
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MSU Students

Replace your old mouse
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WITH

:

1304 E. Chestnut
Next door to Papa John's

I
I
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Alps Glide Point l
$49.95
:
Hawkins Research 1I
753-7001
With University I.D.
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lbur Family'• Community Theatre
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"Through the Steps of Time,
Alpha Gam remains
forever mine. "

~

'--------~"'

You will need It - get It now
..

: Join the growing number of your classmates
who stay for graduate study at Murray State
and give yourself a better opportunity for:

.•
>

1

.

2.

A higher beginning salary that Is
compounded throughout your career
Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement
Contact your ckpartm~tal graduate coordinator or
call the graduate admluion• office at 762-3756 /or
. detail&.

Oct. 14
Alpha Gamma Delta house
10 a.m. - Noon
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Women's hoops team readies for promising ye~f:
game)last year, will once

experience. Fields started
all but one game last
again be a force in the ' '
are really excited about this year
year and averaged 11.2
low post position.
The upcoming season for the
points per game.
Joining Minor in the
and the possibilities that it presents.
Murray State women's basketball frontcourt will be senior
The Lady Racers also
After starting out last year losing as
team is looking very promising, espe- Melissa Collins and
added three new freshcially since no one graduated from last sophomore Mica Paige.
man who should conmany players as we did, things could
year's 5-21 squad.
tribute
immediately.
Fields added depth to
Still, the Lady Racers matured at the front court when he
Farrah Beach was
only be better.
the end of last season, and head coach signed junior college
named to the all-district
''
Eddie Fields is looking for a strong transfer
Anjeanette
Eddie Fields team at Calloway
1995-96 campaign, one that will lead Gilbert from Westmark
County High School last
MSU towards qualifying for the Ohio Community College, the
year, and her quickness
Valley Conference Tournament.
and ball-handling skills
junior college national
The backcourt last year was the should add depth at point guard.
The Lady Racers return eight play- champion squad.
ers, five of whom started 20 of the 26
Sarah Higgins was an all-district,
Senior Stephanie Grey averaged 4.1 trouble spot for the Lady Racers
games. Leading the Lady Racers is points and 3.2 rebounds last year and because they did not have a healthy all-region and all-state choice at
junior OVC Most Valuable Player can- is being counted on as another leader pure point guard.
Logan County High School in
This season, with the combination of Russellville, while Shunda Johnson
didate Stephaine Minor.
for this year's team. All-OVC freshThe 5'11" Minor, who led Murray man Chase Smith, who averaged 9.9 senior Chastity Fields and sopho- was named most athletic at West
State scoring (15.8 points per game) points and shot 45 percent from 3- mores Sh onta Hunt and Misty Memphis High School in West
Pierceall, the Lady Racers will have Memphis, Ark. Johnson was named to
and rebounding ( 11.7 rebounds per point range, will play small forward.
BY BRIAN SMITH

ASSISTANT
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Men's volleyball
Bv C HRIS

C AMPBELL

STAFF WRITER

While the Murray State women's volleyball team is halfway

through its season, there is still
plenty of volleyball left to be
played as the men's volleyball
club is preparing for the
upcoming season, including

the all-state, all-conference, and;itr~
tournament teams twice.
~.....~
"We are really excited about thi4•
year and the possibilities that it presents," Fields said. "After starting,out•1
,
last year losing as many players as we
did, things could only be better. Thi,&;
year, we are returning everybody and:
have three new freshman and a junior
college transfer to add to our depth.
"We are working very hard on o~r. •
conditioning right now and pretty.
soon we will start practicing.," Field~ i
said. "Our non-conference schedule is .
very difficult, plus we are playing in
three tournaments, which should pre- ,
pare us for OVC play."
. :
MSU will begin the season Nov. 18 ,
with an exhibition at Racer Are~a .
against the Sports Crusaders. The
season opener will be at Louisville
Nov. 25.

-

seaso~.:i
..

practices for new

tournaments in Louisville and
Saint Louis.
The team recently held tryouts in order to fill gaps at the
reserve middle hitter position

as well as passers. The team
has eight players returning
from last season, and is looking
to expand the team to about 12
to 15 members.

'

The squad is looking to pit- '
ticipate in about three tourna->
menta this school year, with the··
bulk ofthe meets coming in'the
spring semester.
.. •· '

According to coach Andy
Anderson, the team will continue practicing until the first
tournament, which will be held
at the end of November.
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Tanning Special
300 minutes/ $20
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

The sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha would like to say good
luck to the Racers this weekend!

To the "Dear Lord" person:
Jesus Is the difference between
heaven and hell and He loves
and accepts you more than you
can comprehend. He will forgive
your past and give you UFE.

Fantasy- OB sneak Hull Hut!
Hut!
New Members, ask your
pledge educators about the
mandatory risk managment
seminar sponsored by Student Leadership Development
Board. In the Curris Center
Ballroom at 7 p.m. on 10/18

Maty, Where's my watctt?

1

l:X pledges: Thanks so much for
cleaning up our yard! We love
~oul The sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha

Waccow! Melon Collie comIng soon ...

AOn says "Thanks" to ~E for
being named overall winner of
"Bed Races• We had a blast.

JAM w/a cherry on top

J!~l1 Ppt that sq~eege,~o~n!

DON-BTW ROTF LMAOI :)
Thanks T Breds for a •grand
slam"ofatlme. You guys know
how to
ltl Love, Sisters of

,It"

Congratsto Korrte Englehardt,
elected as Publicity Co-Chair
to the Student Alumni
Association. AOn is proud of.
you I

The mating cycle of aseallsonty
once every 18 months.

Congratulations to Jenny LoyalAlpha Sigma Alpha's active of

To the brothers of Sigma ChiWe had a great time at thE'
mixerl You are all our heroesI
Love the sisters of A'f.A

HELP WANTED

FREE FINANCIAL AID I OVer
$6 Billion in private sector
grants & Scholarships Is now
available. All &todents are ell·
glble regardless of grades,
Income, orparenfsincome. Let
us help. Call Student Financial

lmmedaate open111g for
waitress position. Apply In
person at the Big Apple Cafe.
641 South, Puryear

themonthiWeloveyou, your
sisters.

Senrices: 1~263~95ext

AOn

F55381

Choose your life's mate carefully. From this one decision
will come ninety percent of all
your happiness or misery!

G. I. Joe and STARWARS
TOYS cash paid for collec·
tlons Lerge and smaJI502-7591981

Hey OBI I love to watch you
score! Remember, practice
makes perfect. Wanna play?
RF

ForelgnStudents- DV-1Green·
card Progr available. 20231
Stagg, canoga Paf1(CA 91306
TEL 1-800-860-'7167

FOR SALE

Free Puppies- CaiLoriorBrad
759-4669 Leave message

Welcome Back Alumnll

Spring Break Early Speclalsl
Bahamas Party Cruise 7 Days
$2791 15 Meals & 6 Parties!
Cancun &Jamaica From $3991
Panama City Room With
Kitchen $1191 Key West!
Daytona! Cocoa BeachI Prices
Increase 11121 & 121151 Hurry!
1·80()..678-6386

M
-=iNEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY'
Deadline ......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday...:Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

Monday- Saturday

NOnCE

PERSONALS

KELlY, THE HEAD SAID "I
CAN'T TAKE IT ANYMORE"
YOUKNOWWHO

HELP WANTED
Eam $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! SellS Trips &
Go Freel Best Trips &
Prices! Cancun, Jamaica,
Florida! Spring Break T raven
1~678-6386

Part-time job 12to 6p.m. Five
days a week Mon.-F.ri. $7 per
hour. Send resume to: P.O
Box 1493 Murray, KY. 42071
$1000 FUNDRAISER
Fratemltles, Sororities &
Student Organizations.
You've seen credit card
fundralsers before, but
you've never seen the
Cltlbank fundralser that pays
$5.00 per application. Call
Donna at 1·800.932·0528
ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive a FREE camera.

The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 4207 1
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Racer Basketball Team
after the dance
Racer Arena
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free confidential pregnancy
testing and STD testing_,~

\

Horse
Supplies

759-2248

t

tor further information dial

Health Line

762•3809

Exotic Pet Feed
and Supplies

Midnight Maddness

..

MSU Health Services offers

Free Admission

Sponsered by~

"

~------------------------------------------~

LOST .. FOUND
RI0£5
MISC.
NOTICE

1304-J Chestnut Street

..

.---------------------------------------------., :·.....:•

FOASAL.E
HELP WANTED

FAlUVIEBS FABM.ACY
Jeff SteWart
Manager

.
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ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT

SupPfiet

cf?ae1e1..

r

PERSONALS

LMiaocll

!Bed..

fJh.ank~

Saturday Oct. 14
9 -11 p.m.
North Gym of Carr Health

Supplies

<'We had a §'teat time at
.... l. JiP.

INDEX

~

Pet

A
A

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING- Earn up to $2,000+/
month working on Cruise
Ships or Lend-Tour compa·
nles. World travel. Seasonal
& full-time employment
available. No Experience
necessary. For more
Information call t -206-6340468 ext. C55381

RATES
With MSU ID: 15e per word Without MSU ID: 20e per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 1oe per word Without MSU ID: 15e per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Clau lfleds Department,

Homecoming Dance

7:30a.m.- 5

Monday - Friday

good .Cuck RA.ecRS

This service is funded by the

d.own the stretch!

Purchase District Health Dept. ~~

~<9

K.A'¥

~~0. ~0E

Treas Lumber

~rr

~

A full line of Paint, Lumber, and Concrete Blocka
for Those Custom Shelf Units

~f)

~~ Al:Cl>

10% OFF for MSU l'ACULTY & STUDIIN'.r8

• Excluded: Sale Items, Cash and Carry,
and Special Orders

•

Bel· Air Shopping

Store Hours:

center

Monda.y·Frlda.y 7:30 a..m. - 6 p.m.
Se.turda.y 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

789 ·1390
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:jones wins singles title Men's tennis team serves
:I=

- ~ BY BRIAN SMITH
·: AssiSTA NT Sf'oRTS

Eon011

::

-

The Murray State women's tennis team was
in action last weekend at the Tennessee Tech
Invitationa l and' performed well.
J unior college tr ansfer J ennifer J ones won
the flight seven singles bracket, h er first at the
1
'Division I-A level.
"1 go into every match playing hard and this
weekend it really, paid off for me," Jones said.
-rhe team really pulled together this weekend
and we played well as a team. This gives us a
good perspective on t he competition level in the
Ohio Valley Conference and how we are going
to match up ."
Sophomores Martha Zimmer (flight two) and
Angela Brooks (flight six) were joined by junior
Renea Cates (flight three) in reaching the finals
of their respective br ackets.
Coach Connie Keasling was impr essed with
the way her team played, but she is concerned
with consistent doubles play, and she is taking
measures to strengthen that aspect.
"We are still a young and g~:owing team, but

this weekend we showed that we can compete,
and it's only a matter of time before we put
everything together," Keasling said. "We got
two third-place finishes, but the reason for that
is that I'm experimenting with different combinations to try and pair people up with wh,.o they
play the best with, and they have to try and get
used to each other."
In doubles, the combination of freshman
Brooke Berryman and junior Martha Zimmer
placed third in the flight two doubles, while
Jones and junior Deanna Carroll finished third
in the flight three doubles.
"What really impressed me overall is that we
played against OVC teams and we held our
own," Keasling said. "We know that we stack
up well against these teams, and I'm really
looking forward to the start of the OVC season."
The Lady Racers will next be in action Oct.
21-22 when they host the Murray State
Doubles Invitational at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts. MSU then travels to Memphis,
Tenn. for the Memphis lnvitational Oct. 27-29
before ending the fall itinerary by competing at
the prestigious Rolex Intercollegiate Nov. 2-4.

fierce opposition at 28thannual Southern tourney
BY BRIAN SMITH

Men's Tennis Results

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Here's a brief rundown of how the men's tennis team fared last
The Murray State men's tenweekend
at the Southam Collegiate Championships In Atlanta:
nis team headed down to
SINGLES RESULTS:
Athens, Ga. last weekend to the
Janna Vilhunen (Landers University) defeated Brad
28th-an nual
Southern
Hawthorne (MSU)--6-2.6-1 (•A• division qualifier)
Collegiate Championships to
·
play against some of the top
Ed Lewis (Virginia) defeated Pontua HJort (MSU)-- 6-4, 6-1
(•A" division R-64)
regional
contenders.
Freshman
Chris
Hayden
and
Shane McMillan (MSU) defeated Nata Turner (Aorlda State) •
- 6-4, 7-6 ("8" division R-64)
Jumor
Shane
McMillan
•
advanced
to
the
second
round
Michael
Pritchard (Mississippi) defeated Sharw McMillan
•
in the "B" singles division.
(MSU) - 7-6, 6-2 ("8" division R-32)
Hayden beat Pepe Zea of
Chris Hayden (MSU) defeated P~ lea (Georgia Southam)
~Georgia Southern 6-0, 5-7, 6-4
- 6-0, 5-7,6-4 ("8" dMslon R-64)
before
falling
to
Alabama's
Karim
Zaher (Alabama) defeated Chris Hayden (MSU)- 7-6,
·
Karim
Zaher
7-6,
6-2.
6-2 (•B" division A-32)
McMillan dropped a straight_Kirk Fisher (LSU) defPted B) - 6-4, 6-2 ("B" dMslon qualifier)
•
set 7-6, 6-2 match to Michael
Pritchard pf Mississippi afterDOUBLES RESULTS:
HawthorneiHiort (MSU) defeated Johansson/Spenner (UK)
: ~~------------------------------------------------------~ winning against Florida State's
Nate Turner 6-4, 7-6.
- default \A• R.;s2)
"We didn't get as good of a
Baldas/Laschinger (Georgia) defeated Hawthorne/Hiort •
draw that we wanted, but
(MSU) •• 8-0 \A,. R-16)
everyone
seemed
evenly
GmamaniMcMIItan (MStJ) defe• Hutto/Gess (Citadel) -matched though", Hayden said.
&-2 (*9• &32)
"We seemed to lose t he close
Blanchard/8sher (LSU) defeat~~cUIUan (MSU)
matches, but we played as well
--6-4 ("B'"R..si)
~ .('·::
as we could. As evenly matched
as we were, it only takes one or
BY BRIAN SMITH
two points to sway a match and and Gess 8-2 in the first round
'T he Racers' next non-conferAssiSTANT SPoRTS EDITOR
we didn't pick up those points." of the "B" doubles division . In ence cha llenge of the fall sea' ' We didn't play as well as we could,
The
doubles
team
of the second round, they lost to son is a road trip to the
and the course had something to do
Last weekend, the Murray
McMiUan and Eric Gressman Blanchar d and Fisher of Kentucky
Invitational
in
State women's golf team had
defeated The Citadel's Hutto Louisiana State 8-4.
Lexington Oct. 27-29.
with
it
We
were
not
used
to
playing
a
high hopes for t he Lady
Buckeye
Invitational
in
course this long, and it wore on us ' '
Columbus, Ohio, but came
mentally more than anything.
away with an 11th-place finish.
; Murray State s hot a 1063
• (350-365-348) in the 54-hole
Rechelle Cadwell
tournament at t he Scarlett
Course at Ohio State. The Lady
- Racers were led by Rechelle with it. We were not used to and Joy Roach with a 296 (96STAFF REPORT
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:women golfers struggle
:in Buckeye Invitational

Racers aim for third win;
Grogan drives for success
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Tackle
A Pizza at
Gatti's.

The Sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha would like to
·
congratulate its new initiates

GOOD LUCK RACERS.....-
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WELCOME HOME ALUMNI
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Gourmet Deal
Great Savings

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
One All-You-Can Eat
I
C
Pizza and Pasta Buffet
I
I
with drink
I
I
I
I Lunch or$
I
I Dinner
•
+ tax I
I
I
I Not g~od wHh any other s pecial.
I
I Good at Murray Locallon
~I
I Exp. Oct. 27
I

One 14" Large Sampler
(10 toppings) and One ll"
Medium (2-topping)

4 l9

L----.. . .,. -...,-.._--.. . 'It .- - ..J

$13.99
Dine in, Pick-up,
Delivery
+tax

or

Not good with any other special.
Good at Murray Location
~

L~~~t._2~ . .... .... -

•. , .... _
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Dessert Special
Pick-up only
I
I
I

Buy Any Large at :
I
Medium Charge I1
Except for Dine in & Delivery I
I
Not good wHh any other special.
~
Good at Murray Location
~f

••~~p~,?.~l:..2~- .. --- • r ~J

Cheatnut St.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Buy a Large Pizza
at Reg. Price
Get a Mecllum
Dessert Pizza
for ....

$ .99

~ Not good wtth any other special.
C Good at Murray LocaUon
~

r Exp. Oct. 27

L----------~--

--.J

753.6656

The Best Pizza In Town••.

